
Computers? Didn't weused to sell them?

Yes, we bought one!
Page 6 supports your Atari with the world's

oldest and best dedicated magazine
as well as the world's best PD library
as well as providing commercial software

Don't be like the guy abovereturn the favour
Keep supporting Page 6

Page 6 Publishing'sATARI USER
The Resource for the ATARI CLASSIC and the ATARI ST

FOR THE ATARI CLASSIC
o HYPER DRIVE

FOR THE ATARI STPD ROUNDUP
travels the globe with a
program that replaces
your atlas

Issue 75 -January/February 1996 E2.50

A full review to help you decide whether to
upgrade your disk drive
0 ARRAYS

An essential part of programming in
an easy to understand tutorial

0 THE XIO FILES
One of the more mysterious commands
exposed and explained
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This issue's

EDITORIAL 4
MAILBAG 6
DISK BONUS 37

Thanks
Les Ellingham puts it all together and fillsup the gaps but the real thanks goes to thefollowing who made this issue possible
Sandy El /Ingham who takes care of all theoffice work, advertising and mail order
For their regular contributionsAllan J. Palmer

Stuart Murray
John S Davison
Paul RbconAnn °Driscoll

For their contributions this issue
John Foskett P a u l  Hollins
Andy Guillaume M i k e  PullerDoug Brock

Special thanks this issue to Andy Guillaume who
seems to have a lot of things in this issue

APOLOGIES
I am still extremely poor in acknowledging con-tributions so I apologise to everyone who hassent in stuff and thought it has gone through the
wormhole. The intention to reply to everyone isthere but the time seems to drift by. If you have
not heard, thank you and keep watching the
mag, you might be surprised.

HOW ITS DONE
PAGE 6 shows just what you can do with your Atari.
NEW ATARI USER has always been created entirely withAtari equipment. initially on the XL but more lately with
a Mega ST and other stuff, who needs PC's or Macs!Hardware includes a Mega ST2 (upgraded to 4Mb4,
SM125 Monitor. Supra 30Mb Hard Disk, a HP Laserjet

Citizen 124D printer, Philips CM8P33 monitor,
130XE. a couple of 1050 disk drives, 850 interface. NEC
8023 printer. Principal software used Is Protext andFleet Street Pubbstier 3.0. Other software includes Ker.•

TariTalk, Turbo Basic and various custom written
programs on the XL/XE. Articles submitted on XIL/XEdisks are transferred across to the s-r via TAR1TALK.
Programs are coded on the XE and printed out direct))
,for pasting in after the typesetting is completed. All
Major editing is done with Protext and pages are laid outwith Fleet Street Publisher Each page is output directly
from Fleet Street to a lip Laserjet 111 which produces
finished pages exactly as you see. them. All that Is left is
to drop in the listings and photos.
Well. it's not quite as easy as that but you get the Idea!

Inspiration
As I type I am listening to Sacred Spirit. a mix
of Native American chants and modem music
which I am sure you must have seen adver-
tised on TV over Christmas. lain still trying to
figure out who the album is by as it only
credits 'The Fearsome Brave' but it is almost
certainly by someone vend well known who is
probably under contract to another label.
Sounds a bit like Mike Oidflek/ but bits of it
sound very much like Enigma. Does anyone
know? Main listening is still Kathy Mattect.
nothing new. gotta pay the bills instectd.

CONTRIBUTIONS
Without con tributionsfrom its readers,
NEW ATARI USER would not be possible.
PAGE 6 welcomes and encourages its read-
ers to submit, articles, programs and re-
views for publication. Programs must besubmitted on disk or cassette, articles
should wherever possible be submitted as
text files on disk. We seek to encourage
your participation and do not have strict
rules for submissions. If something in-
terests you, write a program or article andsubmit it!

COPYRIGHT
All original articles, programs and other material inNEW ATARI USER remain the copyright of the au-thor as credited. All uncredited material is copyrightPAGE 6. Permission must be sought by anyonewishing to republish any material. Whilst we takewhatever steps we can to ensure the accuracy ofarticles and programs and the contents of advertise-ments. PAGE 6 cannot be held liable for any e
or claims made by advertisers
ATARI (TM) is • reOstered trademark of ATARI CORP. Allreferences should be so noted. NEW ATARI USER is on
independeM publication and has no connection with Atari orwith any Gabel' corny or publiehtf.

Editorial address: P.O. Box 54, Stafford, ST16 1DR, ENGLAND Tel. 01785 241153
Editor & Publisher: Les Hingham • Advertising: Sandy Effingham
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Issues who suggested that I call it a day and get out while the going's good. Ile said that
he would rather support NOSAUG and TWAUG, presumably on the basis that they can

always guarantee to get their newsletters out on time. One of the problems in trying to publisha magazine to a high level on a regular schedule is that you stand to be shot down.
There are reasons for the delays in the past couple of issues indirectly connected to the
magazine but the principal reason is that nobody can make a full time living out of publishing
a magazine for the Atari any longer and other things have to be done to survive. The biggest
problem that has arisen indirectly from the magazine is that when we gave up our office a
couple of years ago, on expiry of the lease, the landlord decided to completely refurbish the
premises and tried to get us to pay for it.. Anyone who has leased commercial premises will
know that this is not uncommon but the legal system in this country does not allow for right
and wrong, it merely gives the greatest chance ( ) I
-
v ic to ry  t o  t h o s e  
w i t h  t h e  
m o s t  
m o n e y .  
D e s p i t e

having a limited amount of legal aid we simply had to give up the fight in the end and agree to
a substantial payment which now has to be met every month, In effect any profits from the
magazine are now going to some greedy lowlife who doesn't need the money and I have to doother work or starve.
There were times when I would sit up to the small hours, or even through the night, to
complete an issue but time marches on and I am too old now and too worn down by the
pressures to do that sort of thing. Each issue gets completed, hopefully at the same high level,
but if it takes an extra couple of weeks, so be it. Joe Waters of Current Notes produced a fine
magazine for as many years as I have done but it took a toll on his health and he had to call it
a day. I don't intend to go the same way and if it means that I take it a little easier and one or
two issues are a little late, that's the way it has to be.
Over the years I have had incredible support from many keen Atari users and the magazine

has gained a huge number of friends who I have never met. People who regularly support the
Accessory Shop, write letters of thanks and encouragement and send us Christmas cards. It is
for them that the magazine continues to be published and will be for as long as It is possible.
We have always had one or two detractors who have, for reasons best known to themselves.
hacl it in for us over the years and we can afford to lose them providing the majority of you
continue your fine support.
So there you are. Apologies for the delays but I believe that we still do a better job than

anyone else in providing an ongoing source of support for the Atari community and I am not
going to let the Jeremiahs dictate the future.

CONTRIBUTIONS AGAIN!
It's time for you to put pen to paper. or fingers to keyboard. once again and let us have some

more fine articles and programs. Stocks are beginning to run down again and we like to be ableto look two or three issues ahead to get a good balance.
As I have always said, if something is interesting to you it will be interesting to other Atariusers, so write about and I'll do my best to get it published in New Atari User.

Les Effingham
4 P a g e  6's New Atari User

Extra
I wrote this editorial last year but it never got used as something else to say can along. Having
read it again it still seems quite interesting so. for the very first time, I am treating you to an
editorial extra!

TEN YEARS ON!
I have just taken a look at the early issues of Page 6 to see if we have any 'golden oldies' that
might be worth reprinting and was Interested to find an editorial published just over 10 years
ago. in Issue 7. Here's how it went.
This is probably an opportune moment to restate the philosophy behind PAGE 6. Although the
situation is chang ing slowly, you will not find much for the Atari in the national computer
press. In America, where there are many more machines, there are two dedicated Atari
magazines and a host of others that provide regular support. The amount of third party
products and advertising revenue is enormous allowing such magazines to grow. In the U.K.
the story is vastly daerent and it is unlikely that similar magazines will appear. PAGE 6 was
created to fill a gap and allow Atari owners to share their discoveries with others as a sort of
national 'user group'. All of the articles and programs come from YOU and without your
dedication and support the magazine would fold. Contributions are mainly voluntruy. Le. you
don't get paid, but I tvould hope that the satisfaction of seeing something you have written
published in a magazine read by Atari enthusiasts all over the world will be reward enough.
Many people seem to think that, because of the qualify of the magazine. PAGE 6 is produced
by a 'big' publisher. That is not so. all of the 'staff are listed on page 31 We accept
advertising for two reasons. Firstly it pays for the quality of the magazine (just) and
secondly, in a countnd that does not have the same support for the Atari as for other
machines, it allows you, the reader, to/Ind products you might not otherwise know about
and hopefully encourages those who want to produce software and expansions for the Atari
to advertise at vend reasonable rates.
That's it them It is qour magazine. When you write a program or discover a new aspect of

your Atari, please send it in for others to share.
That was 10 years ago and, remarkably, very little has changed in that time. The only major

difference is that the U.S. support has gone but, other than that, I could have written the same
editorial today. Sure we all went through better times but we have come out, ten years later, at
exactly the same point. Read that editorial again and particularly the line 'without your
dedication and support the magazine would fold',
One or two of you will have read the original editorial back in Issue 7 but most will not have

been with us that long. Those of you who have been on the ride for only a couple of years
should realise how important your continued support is.

Les Effingham
P.S. Some things have changed. Issue 7 had advertisements for Super Breakout at E.20.
Zwocon at 127.50. Centipede at £27.95 and Blue Max at 123.50. Check the recent Accessory
Shop prices and you'll see how much you have benefited by our sticking with youl

Page 6's New Atari User 5



Mailbag
Back
Again!
I'd like to say 'Thanks"
to Les for stepping in tothe breach at short
notice last time around
when the deadline beat
me and I didn't get a
chance to compile theletters column_ It's now
the beginning of Decem-
ber and I've got just
enough time to get this
issue's Mailbag
together before Christ-
mas - and luckily. I've
just got over a bout of
:flu which laid me low
for a week - so here
goes

6

Allan J Palmer

THANKS
Dennis Hedges of South.
amp ton asks that I pass onhis thanks t o  M Tomlin for
taking the trouble to reply to
my letter and assistance on
the 1050 disk drive problem
In issue 73. I took a very
careful look at the inside and
found one of the plugs loose,
pushed it home, and hey pre-sto we were in business
again. Here's a little tip that
may be helpful to someone, if
any of the circuits in the
membrane of the keyboard
are broken, they can be re-
paired by the glue used for
repairing the heater elementsin a car rear window demister
- it's called "Electrcure" - it's
not too dear but a steady
hand is required.''

8-BIT BBS?
Ray Thompson of Leeds asks

if there are any Atari
8-Bit Bulletin Board Services
(BBS's) in the U.K. or even
outside the U.K.? I am a user
of various BBS's around the
country but as yet I have
never found any dedicated
Atari 8-bit ones, or even a
section in a BUS for Atari
8-bit; there is however a
great deal of Atari ST supporton the BBS scene."
'I' Sod to say, Ray. I'm una-
ware of any Atari 8-bit BBS

Page 6's New Atari User

since the demise of the CITY
BBS (formerly the ARK). I sus-
pect that there isn't a large
enough community to support
a dedicated 8-bit BBS. Most
BBS's carry lists of other
BBS's, so 4
- y o u  
h a v
e n ' t  
f o
u o
d

one there, I suspect we're out
of luck - unless of course one
of our readers knows better?
The growth of the InterNet
and the World wide Web may
overtake the use of Bulletin
Boarris - perhaps John S
Davison's new Cyberspace
series of articles will shed
some light on a possible alter-
native

USEFUL 800XL
Dave Deeming from Gilling-

ham in Kent sent in a lengthy
letter which I hope he'll for-
give me for condensing. First
he offers help for Eddie
Jones' problem in making a
back-up copy of AtariWriter
Plus (by the time this sees
print. I should have got Dave
and Eddie in contact with
each other). Dam continues
by praising Atari Writer Plus
"...every Atari Classic owner
who prints documents by the
score and/or is a prolific let-
ter-writer should not be with-
out ill I've owned my Atari
800XL (upgraded some time
ago with a 256K Rambo XL
board) for about 9 or 10
years and it has been worth
more than its weight in gold -

don't know what I'd have
done without it!"
Dave explains that a couple
of years ago he was mode
compulsorily redundant after
more than 30 years employ-
ment with a large multi-na-
tional company - he lost
thousands of pounds' worth
of pension rights, etc. through
his former employer's actions.
With another redundant col-
league. Dave has attempted
to take action against this re-
dundancy. resulting in many
Industrial nibunal hearings.
involving the production of
hundreds of sheets of
documentation to be used
against the company. Adcli-
nano' Dave and his colleague
had to take action against
their own Union and a negli-
gent solicitor hundreds of
more sheets of typing. Tohave undertaken all this
documentation in handwritten
.
f
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photo-copies would have been
tedious to say the least. but
Dave's Atari 800X1, AtariWri-
ter Plus and Panasonic printercame to the rescue.

•-0 On a more enjoyable note,
Dave also sings the praises of
another Atari Classic programthe Atari Planetarium. "I've
owned this for a number of
years but when I got It! was
flabbergasted by its power
and accuracy. It will give you
a picture of the sky (day or
night - on screen or printer)
for any minute of any day

wherever you stand on Earth
(except for the Polar regions)
and during periods extending
from 9999 B.C, to 9999 A.D.
Additionally, it will tell you
within very precise tolerance
values the angular bearingsof hundreds of stars and
galaxies. in addition to those
of the Sun. Moon and planets
- this program will sharpen
up your interest in our won-derful universe." Dave notes
how the power of the Atari
Planetarium was able to pin-
point for him a childhood
rnemond of watching a solar
eclipse in Edinburgh - the
program brought back a 9
year old DaUe' S view of the
sky at 12;10 prn on 1st Sep-tember 19511
1
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and your endorsement of a
couple of fine Atari Classic
programs. I must add my sup-
port to Dcwe's views of the
Atari Planetarium - it's a great
piece of work for the 8-bit and
certainly proved useful in
helping my young daughters
understand something aboutthe stars and constellations.

TAPE TO DISK
TRANSFER
Reginald Hatch of Datchet in
Berkshire offers some help to
Bryan Ziltwood to transfer
programsfrorn tape to disk
Reginald suggests that the

Page 6's New Atari User

program Football Manager
can be transferred using a
program "...published a long
time ago.' (and in a gcdcory
Jar away whoops, the Mail-
bag Editors been watching
Star Wars again!) "in a maga-
zine published by The U.K.
Atari Computer Owners'Club'. In issue 5 of their
magazine, there appeared a
program written by Ron Levycalled De-Tokeniser which
allows you to list protected
Atari BASIC programs."
T Thanks for the help, Regin-
ald - I'll pass your photocopy
of De-Tokeniser back to Les
so that he can dig Bryan's
address out of the files and
send it on to hint.

HARDWARE
HACKERS WANTED
Karl Smith of 80 Blythe
Street, Wombwell. South
Yorkshire 573 8JF is "...look-
ing for someone who would
be willing to write some prog-rams to run some hardware
expansions for me alit ha-
ven't got the time to write
them myself. The expansionsare:
2nd PIA chip giving 2x 8-bit
bi-directional ports with 2
handshake lines. port Icould be used for external
control (e.g., a speech synth-esiser as described in the
old Atari User). port 2 could

7



be used for a printer port or
8-bit control for memory
upgrade instead of SD301.
which allows more expan-
sion without having to re-move BASIC

- VIA chip. provides all of the
capability of the 6520 in
addition of a pair of power-ful interval timers, a serial-
to-parallel/parallel-to-serial
shift register and input data
latching on peripheral ports

- ACIA chip. can be used tocommunicate with other
Ataris direct or with a
modem without the need of
a 850

- and more to come when I
get around to it!"
Good luck, Karl, I must

admit some of that technical
jargon went a bit over rny old
head, but I hope there's some-
one out there who under-
stands it and is willing to
assist.

PRINTER HELP
From BaLzan in Malta. Joseph
Priggierei would like help
using his HP Desiget 500C
printer with his 130XE and
XF55I. The printer works
with programs like Mini
Office II, The Home Accoun-
tant and the Swift Spread-
sheet. however I would like to
use the printer with a prog-ram called "GENERAL LED-
GER" on Page 6 library Disk
DS#2. The program is written
8

using codes for the Gemini
10X printer. I would like to
know how you can modify the
codes in the program listing
so that my HP500C can be
able to print out the reports
from General Ledger."

My initial thought Is that as
the printer works with some
programs, it's probably Epson
compatible? (Pause as this
suggestion is shot down in
flames by more knowledge-
able people). Can someone
supply a conversion list be-
tween Gemini IOX codes and
those for an Epson (or a
11P500)?

THOSE LISTINGS!
D Saunders of Devizes in
Wiltshire is having problems
with John Foskett's Lottery
prograrn in issue 73, in parti-cular Mr. sounders has been
unable to decipher the content
of line 570. Just what arethose inverse characters?
Well, Mr. Saunders I hope
that the revised format jOr the
listings that debuted in issue
74 has made it easier to de-
cipher and enter those specialchoracters. In the meantime,
for those of you who've had
problems with that line in the
Lottery program, here's my
a
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troublesome string:
DLIS=1-1+)+1,1<E>M<M>+ESC,
TAB+[Eq+)++<+<M>(ij+P ++)
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+ESC,F)<M>PNI+P++)+[NII<M>
IXI+P++)+<N><M>[VI+P+hg"
where ++ is inverse character,
is control+character <> is

inverse control+character
I hope that helps!

ANOTHER LISTING
DILEMMA
While we're on the subject of
difficulties with the type-in
listings, Mr H S Wood of Brad-
ford, West Yorkshire reports
that he "...had the greatest
difficulty with the DATA lines
(120 to 160) of the CES prog-
ram and although in the end
I managed to get the correct'TYPO III codes for lines 130
to 160. I have been unable to
get it for line 120. Neverthe-
less, the program works and
Is quite impressive.'Hnurim? does this mean
that the listing format is still
not 10096 perfect? [A chal-
lenge, oh! I typed in this rogue
line and managed to get the
correct Typo code straight
away. Alright it took me three
goes and I admit that it wasn't
ever so easy. One problem is
losing track of the number oftimes the CTRL-comma fol-
lowed by Inverse CTRL-B is re-
peated. It is easier to count
them in the listing (there are 23)and then count them on screen.
But I bet the one that has really
foxed Mr Wood (it got me first

time too) is the ESC, DELETE
LINE. You just press the Escape
key then the doletaback space
key but with the shift key held
down. This key has three func-
tions. On its own it back the
cursor one space; with the
CTRL key it deletes and charac-
ter
.
an
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letes a line. You know that you
have to try it Mr Wood lust to
see if it can be done and to
prove that there is nothing
wrong with the new format! Now
we had better get back to the
rest of the letter. Ed.]
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the typing is that one needs
constant concentration to re-
member whether one has
lower case and/or inverse
characters and in the middle
of a line this can cause an
ERROR which then has to be
cleared. After many rude
words. I decided to write a
BASIC program to show the
Status of the Caps and In-
verse keys. the program dis-
plays a •N' for normal and aninverted asterisk for lower
case and inverse. The two
characters are one above the
other in the left margin. I
have put them on the secondand third lines so that TYPO
III can use line one without
overwriting them. The char-
acter in the margin does not
interfere with the line being
typed even if the character is
on the same line. The prog-
ram bypasses itself if the left
margin is set to zero for longcontinued overleaf dr

29000 REM
29005 REM* MARGINPRINTIO
29010 REM* SHOW STATLISOF •
29015 REM* CAPS AND CASE KEYS •
29020 REM
29025 REM* b y
29030 REM* H . S . W O O D
29035 REM* No v e mb e r1 9 9 5
29040 REM
29045 RESTORE29135
29050 FLAG=0:A=PEEK(89)-1
29055 B=A:I=A*256:C=1
29060 IF  <  >155 THENFLAG =1
29065 READA
29070 IFA=9991HEN29090
29075 POKEI,A
29080 1=1+1
29085 G0T029065
29090 IFFLAG=OTHEN29130
29095 RESTORE29165
29100 I=C
29105 READA
29110 IFA=999THEN29130
29115 1=I+A
29120 POKE1,8
29125 G0T029100
29130 G=SR(C):RESTOREO:END
29135 DATA104,173,48,2,141,49,155,
173,49,2,141,50,155,24,173,49,155,105
29140 DATA16,141,49,155,173,50,155,
141,93,155,141,79,155,105,0,141,50,155
29145 DATA169,57,141,0,2,169,155,141
1,2,169,130,141,48,156,169,192,141
29150 DATA14,212,96,72,165,82,201,2,
176,2,104,64,173,190,2,8,169,138
29155 DATA40,240,2,169,46,141,104,
156, 173,182,2,8,169,46,40,240,2,169
29160 DATA138,141,144,156,144,
224,176,222,999,999,999
29165 DATA6,12,16,21.24,27,30,35,42,
999,999,999
Page 6's New Atari User 9



lines (and of course it does
not display). The routine is
one page below the screen
memory and adjusts itself for
BASIC or Thrbo BASIC.
The entry was much easier
with this program. but I still
cannot get the correct IWOIII code for line 120 of CES!

Thank you Mr. Wood. your
utility is printed alongside
and perhaps it may help re-
solve arty remaining problems
with the listings.

ATARI FUTURE?
Following our Esteemed Edi-
tor's comments on the unlike-
lihood of Atari surviving to
2020, Graerne Fenwick of
Dundee dropped us these
Lines:
"I read on the news page of
TeleText's Digitiser magazine
(p. 471 Channel 4, Nov 20
1995)that there are rumours
that Atari are "about to slice
their hardware arm off." It
then goes on to say that
they've binned the Jaguar 2
development team and are
swiftly winding up all Jaguar
activity for a future "as a PC
games developer." Although it
was penned in TekText's own
"Inimitable" style. it obviously
wasn't a joke article. It looks
like Atari really have chucked
in their last aspirations of
being a major player.
And yet, the thing is. don't
they deserve it? 'low many
10

machines have failed to take
off because Atari didn't give
them the support they deser-
ved? Everything from the
pathetic launch of the XE
Games System onwards has
been a disaster (although the
rot had arguably set in even
before that). The failure of the
Jaguar (which wasn't sur-
prising since the moment
Atari postponed the launchbecause stocks were low -
typical!) is just the final nail
In the coffin. I could go on.
but the XE Games system.
Lynx, Falcon and Jaguar
speak for themselves. What
happened to all those prom-
ises the Tramiels made? Then
again, what happened to the
Trarniels? Still, they outlived
Commodore which must be
an achievement - just not a
very big one. Oh. and they've
got a nice logo.
On the up side, all these

thoughts about Atari may
have rekindled my interest in
my 130XE. Who knows? - I
might end up writing some
half decent programs for it!"

If you do write some pmg-
rams for your Atari Classic,
Graeme don't forget to let
Les see them! Thanks for
your thoughts on Atari Corp's
future (or lack of ) .  In-
terestingly. the sarne day that
your letter arrived at the pala-
tial penthouse headquarters
in Stafford of Page 6 Pub.
lishing (the what!, we open
the letters in the garage! Ed.),Les also received that week's
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Issue of the computer trade
newspaper 'CTW which car-
ried a full page article/Inter
-view with Bob Gleadow. Atar
-i's European boss. We haven't
got space to reprint the whole
article, but Les highlighted a
few paragraphs that you
might .
fi nd 
i n t
e r e
s t i
n g
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Times ran a piece predicting
that Atari would soon dip out of
the hardware market completely
and concentrate on software.'
'The European operation has
already been hacked back to
cope with the pervading austere
environment. Atari UK now has
only 15 employees (compared
to over 300 five years ago) and
there is only one other Euro-
pean office, in Holland, concer•
ned mainly with logistics.'
'Globally the firm turns over less
than an average size games
publisher In the third quarter to
September 30th it lost US$13.4
million on US$4.1 million sales
In the nine months of this year it
has now lost US$23.8 million on
sales of lust US$12 million.'
The article also reports on the
newly set-up Atari Interac-
tive's plan to publish its first
PC CD-ROM game. Tempest
2000, lin January 1996: and
that Atari is hoping that a re-
duction in chip costs in 1996
will provkle some small scale
opportunity - perhaps a
Jaguar bundle for under
-C100. But the competition is
of course Sega and Nintendowith its Ultra 64... It is noted

that the Jaguar recently went
on trial at 50 top axons
stores and although nojarrnalannouncement has been
made, it is understood that
the format is being phased
out of the chain.
I must quote the article's

concluding paragraph stun-
marts tag Gleculaw's hopes:
'Alt of which should guarantee, if
nothing else, more of what is
already Atari's acknowledged
speciality • good copy.'

DEDICATION
Finally. I feel it's appropriatethat I add a dedication to this
coltunn. You may have readelsewhere via Derek Fern's
catalogue mailing or La the
TWAUG Newsletter of the un-
timely death of Dave Etvans,
one of the organisers of
IIIVA LIG. Unfortunately. NewAtari User's recent schedule
prevented us from referring to
this earlier. I neoer actually

WRITE TO US!

met Dave, but over the last
three years or so during
which he helped get the
TWAUG Newsletter up and
naming, we talked either by
post or by 'phone art several
occasions. On each occasion. I
came away refreshed and en-
thused - impressed by Dave's
cheerfill attitude and friendli-ness. He struck me as some-
one who was always willing
to help others in our shared
interest of the Atari Classwithout wanting anything out
of it for himself. I'm sorry that
I never ntade It to one of the
MIS shows and got the
opportunity to meet Dave in
the flesh. I hope Dave's
approach has rubbed op' on
other people and that his in-
fluence will help prolong the
support of the Atari Classic.
My sympathy goes out to
Dave's family.
So I dedicate Mailbag for the

_foreseeable future to the
memory of Dave Ewctrts • one
of the good guys!

Air your views on all things Atari or help your
fellow users with their queries - even ask for
help yourse(f if you want. Its all interesting,
if only you write it down. Here's the address:

MAILBAG
NEW ATARI USER

P.O. BOX 54, STAFFORD
ST16 1TB
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BACKISSUES
Back issues of

NEW ATARI USER
are still available
from ISSUE 31
up to ISSUE 74

except for
the following

MSUES 32 and 35 - SOLD OUTISSUEDISKS
All issue disks
from ISSUE 14
ONWARDS are
still available

DON'T FORGET!
ISSUE DISKS

1 to 13
now available!

Check the Accessory
shop order form for

further details
and prices
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HARDWAREDON'T DUMP YOUR DRIVE!
John Foskett has
a few ideas of
what to do when
your drive goes
wrong

W hilst programming one evening inApril 1992, saving my work to disk
at regular intervals of about 15 mi-

nutes or so as one should. I discovered to my
horror that on one occasion error 144 resul-
ted. 1 attempted to save the latest version of
my work several times all of which resulted inerror 144. 1 Inserted another of my work disks
into the drive and again attempted the save.
Again the same error resulted - error 144. I
inserted yet another of my work disks and
again attempted the save only to he greeted
yet again with en-or 144. Having realised that
saving the program had for some reason be-
come impossible, 1 wrote down on paper all
the changes that! had done to the program in
memory since my last successful save and
12 P a g e  6's New Atari User

then switched my equipment off so that!
could investigate the problem further.Since all disks failed at the same time, and it
Is unlikely that all the individual disks wouldhave faults such as bad sectors the problem
must be something to do with my 1050 diskdrive itself.

THE DRIVE
My first task was to remove the cover which

Is achieved by inverting the drive and remov-
ing the six screws securing IL The cover is
then removed by turning the drive back the
right way up and carefully lifting the cover
from the back, pulling it forward, lifting itclear of the drive.
Once opened. the first step is to inspect the

tiny pressure pad which is positioned above
the read/write head upon a pivoted, spring
loaded arm. This tiny pad is the usual reason
why a disk drive fails to read from or to writeto a disk.
With a disk inserted in the drive and the

drive closed, it can be seen that the pressure
pad makes contact with the actual disk itself.
There must be a small gap between the sur-
face of the disk and the tiny cup that sup-
ports the pressure pad. This is to ensure that
only the pressure pad touches the disk and
not the cup itself, the gap should be about1mm.

MY PROBLEM
Upon inspection. 1 could see that virtually no

gap at all existed between the pressure pad
cup and the surface of the floppy disk. This is
therefore the most likely cause of my prob-lems but even if it is not, it must still be
corrected. I could also see that this could be
the cause of another annoying problem that
has begun to plague me, that of a horrible
squeal which is generated as the disk rotates,
obviously generated by the cup actually
touching the disk.
Over a period of time, the pressure pad gets
compacted and one method of reviving it. is to
unfold a paper clip and very carefully roughen
up the surface of the pad with it. This process
however, proved to be a failure in my ease.
since the pressure pad had literally worn it-
self away. The only remedy was replacement.but with what and how?

USE A CASSETTE!
After an hour or more in very deep thought.

it occurred to me that perhaps another item
that uses a pressure pad could be put to a
good (or better) use. 1 realised that every cas-
sette uses a pressure pad and that I have
many old C15 computer tapes that I haven'tused since becoming a disk user several years
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ago. Here then, was the answer to my prob-
lem, make a new pressure pad.

FINDING
THE RIGHT BIT

The first step is to remove the spring loaded
arm that supports the pressure pad. This is
achieved by very carefully pushing out the
small spindle that the arm pivots on takingextreme care not to touch the read/write head
immediately below it. The spindle can be easi-
ly removed by using a pointed tool (a 2" panel
pin can be used). The spindle is best pushedout from the main drive motor side of the disk
drive and finally withdrawn from over the
stepper motor using a pair of long nosed
pliers. Great care must be taken to prevent
the tiny spring from flying out of the drive
under its own tension whilst withdrawing the
spindle. This could be done by using a short
length of cotton tied to the spring before the
spindle is withdrawn.
With the pressure pad arm removed. it mere-

ly remains to remove the tiny pressure pad
support cup from the arm itself. This can be
seen to be a small separate component car-
rying the actual pressure pad. Removal of the
pressure pad cup is achieved by gently
squeezing together the sides of what looks
like a large screwdriver slot and allowing the
cup to fall free.
Once the tiny pressure pad cup has beenremoved from the arm, the pressure pad itself
(or what remains of it) can easily be seen.
Another attempt to revive the pressure pad
using a pointed tool should be tried before
replacement is finally considered.
If you do need to replace the pad it is impor-

tant that all traces of the old pressure pad
and its adhesive are removed prior to replace-ment.

13



MAKING THE NEW
PRESSURE PAD

The next step is to obtain an old cassette (or
buy a new one, the price must be worth it).
The cassette must then be carefully opened
and its tiny pressure pad removed. This is
normally a pressure pad secured to a small
thin phosphor bronze spring strip.
The next procedure is to separate the press-
ure pad from its spring clip which can be
achieved using a sharp knife or a scalpelblade. The actual method of removal will, of
course depend upon the design and make of
the cassette (I used a Boots C15 cassette).
Once the pressure pad has been removed, therest of the cassette can be discarded. The
pressure pad, once separated from its spring
clip, can be seen to be about 6mm long. about4mm wide and about 2rnm thick.
Again using a sharp knife or a scalpel blade.
the next step is to cut the pressure pad into a
square of about 4rrun, the odd piece remain-
ing can then be discarded. Although this
should be reasonably accurate, it can easily
be judged by eye. The four corners of the
square are next removed, again by eye to form
an octagonal shape which is near enough
circular to fit into the pressure pad cup. If
necessary the "new pressure pad'' can be
further shaped but It must be slightly largerthan the internal dimension of the cup to
allow for a secure fixing.
The next step is to cut a piece of double
sided, self-adhesive tape about the size of a
postage stamp (Double sided tape is available
from any stationery supplier. Any make willdo. I used Scotch). The protective backing isfirst removed from one side and the pressure
pad firmly placed into the centre. It is impor-tant that the side of the pressure pad that
was originally in contact with the tape withinthe cassette should eventually make contact
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with the disk. The double sided tape is then
trimmed around the pressure pad to create a
circular pressure pad with a self-adhesive
backing.
Ensuring that the cup is free from any rem-

nants of the original pressure pad. remove the
protective backing from the new pressure pad
and firmly press it into the cup, The surface
of the new pressure pad should be about
imm above the level of the top of the cup.
It now only remains to re-assemble the com-
ponents back into the drive. It is a simple
matter to re-insert the cup complete with its
new pressure pad back into the arm. But it is
far from easy to re-assemble the arm, spindle
and the spring. However, with care and pati-
ence this can be successfully achieved.
For this reason, it is a good idea to sketch on

paper before removal, the exact position and
orientation of the spring, noting the amount
by which it unwinds upon removal, which is
normally half a turn. There are three posi-
tions in the lower moulding for the spring
which provides three different settings for the
pressure of the pressure pad. this should alsobe noted.

IT WORKS!
Having completed the replacement of the

pressure pad inside my disk drive, the next
step was, of course, to test it. Before replacing
the top lid, I re-connected the drive and
switched on. booted the computer using
DOS2.5 and attempted to format a few blank
disks, all of which formatted perfectly. with-
out error. By inspection. I could see the
pressure pad as it rode over the surface of the
rotating disk looking much healthier thanbefore.
Since replacing the pressure pad the diskdrive has been well used and has not failed in

any way. I have removed the cover once again
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on occasion and I can see that the new press-
ure pad is still looking very healthy and work-
ing well.

MY WORK DISKS
Listing the directories of my work disks

which I originally attempted to save my prog-
ram to proved to be impossible, but I couldhowever list the directories of other disks. I
wondered if they had become corrupted in
some way when attempting the failed saves
and whether I could repair them or not. By
using a disk sector editor. I found that they
had been corrupted well beyond repair and
that I really had no choice but to reformat
them and to start again.
Fortunately, and by sheer coincidence. I had

previously saved a copy of my program toanother disk for temporary storage and there
Page 6's New Atari User

Always use at least two work disks and swap
them at regular intervals. We are all guilty
from time to time of not taking this simple
precaution because it can seem like an awful
chore when we get engrossed in our work, but
It could end up being your lifeline if things do
go wrong.
If errors do occur whilst saving your work.

then never risk corrupting other work disks
by trying to save to them. If further attemptsare to be made, then use a blank formatted
disk instead or a disk of lesser importance.
For this purpose. it is a good idea to always
keep at least two blank formatted disks avail-able. •

was nothing else of importance on the disksand so a reformat was not too unbearable.

TAKE A TIP!
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PROGRAMMINGTHE X10 FRIES
Some little used
programming
commands
investigated by
Paul Hollins
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me, you were probably disappointed
by the manual - or apparent lack of

one! Who wasn't? I'd never used a computer
before and with Atari neglecting vital pieces of
Information, it wasn't easy making those ten-
tative first steps into programming. However.
it did give me that little push that I needed to
explore things on my own. without knowing
what was going to happen. I think, therefore.
it made it a lot more fun to learn this way
than it would have otherwise been.
Recently when I was tinkering away at my

keyboard. I thought, for some strange reason,about the elusive X10 command and what it
was for - don't ask me why! I remembered
that back in the days of the *Atari I lelpline' I
18 P c b g e  6's New Atari User

had called them up to ask about it. as a fellow
8-bitter had told me what it was capable of.
They said, "Oh yes, the XIO command. Well,
err it's where you can, err, do things from
BASIC. Err, that's it really!" Great, thanks for
the help Atari! So. I set out trying to find out
as much about it as I could on my own. I
found a couple of fleeting references to it, but
nothing spectacular. One article I remember
reading called it 'The Most Undocumented
Command" and they weren't far wrong! My
article has drawn inspiration (and in parts.
information) from Ron Levy who, in my opin-
ion, wrote the best description of using XIO's
many moons ago in the now defunct MONI-
TOR magazine!

WHAT IS XIO?
BASIC has a number of commands for con-

trolling data input and output. such as
OPEN. PRINT. GET. PUT, etc. but obviously
trying to squeeze everything that's needed in
a BASIC language onto an 8K ROM. just
didn't work. Atari ran out of space and conse-
quently didn't have enough room to fit in all
that they would have liked. Therefore, theycreated the X10 command as a means of
being able to access the functions they didn't
have room to name properly.

USING XIO
To use an X10 you have to adhere to the
following rules, which are:

X10, COMMAND No, 4/CHANNEL No,
VALUE 1, VALUE 2, FILENAMES

The values associated with your X10 com-
mand will vary depending upon which func-
tion you would like to perform. Here's a brief
explanation of what does what, when youIssue an X10 command.

COMMAND No: The number you use here
represents which command is going to be
performed.
OCHANNEL No: Use this in the same way
as you would in a normal OPEN command
(i.e. # I. #2. #3, etc.).
VALUE I [VALUE 2: These two integers
(range 0 to 65535) arc not actually used in
many of the commands but a few X10 calls
use them to pass parameters onto the operat-
ing system.
FILENAMES: Use this as a text area to pass
text data such as a filename or that contained
in a BASIC string.

WHAT CAN X10 DO?
The number of commands available is in fact

down to you. The operating system of your
computer was designed to allow for expansion
and if you know how to program in machine
code you can actually add more commands to
the XIO table and those commands will be
accessible from BASIC. But if you can't be
bothered with all that and want to know
what's available 'off the shelf take a look at
Fig One. As you can see, a lot of the com-
mands are just duplicates of those already
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RI 0 REM 1011R11R3IRMIIR1IR1ER1
1RIIRJERICRI1RIERHUIRIMIRI
INIECRURI1RIIRIIRICE1

YD I REM I PROGRAM I 1
LW 2 REM 1AHRIIRIIRIMIRI11111R1

ER1IRIIRIIRIIR1(R)CR1ICIRIIRI
IR1IRIMIRIMIR11R1101

WI 3 REM IA Demonstration of usinj
HK 1 REM I X10 16 (FILL) 1
LZ 5 REM 1 Written by Ron Levy 1
MA 6 REM WIR3IRIIRIIRIIRIIRIER1

IR11RIIRIIR1ER1IRIMIRJERERI
NP 7 REM This program originally I
RM 8 REM 1 appeared in MONITOR 16 I
RD 9 REM 121CR11R1tRIIR1IRIIRERI

(RHRIIRIMIRIIEERER1IRIIR1
PP 18 GRAPHICS 8
YU 28 COLOR 1
RN 30 REM 11 DRAW RIGHT EDGE
GP 48 PLOT 388,28
IF 58 DRAWTO 388,110
VA 68 REM 11 DEFINE LEFT EDGE 11
GY 76 PLOT 38,28
UP 81 POSITION 180,188
XS 98 REM II GIVE FILL COLOUR Il
LA 188 POKE 765,1KK Ile REM 11 CALL THE FILL 11
PM 128 X10 18,11,8,8
1
'S:
8

Underline: INVERSE CHARACTERS • [] :  CONTROL +CHARACTER • < =  INVERSE CONTROL + CHARACTER

continued 411
P
-
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available from BASIC. but there are also sev-
eral 'new' commands which aren't readily
available. Let's take a look now at each one in
more detail.

DISK FILES
X10 3 - OPEN A FILE OR DEVICE
The XIO version of BASIC's OPEN command

Is almost identical and, In practice. all you
are doing is replacing the command OPEN
with X10 3 to get the same result So. next
time you need to OPEN a device, you have a
choice of two ways of doing it. The format of
using this X10 is:

X10 3,11,11,0,"D:filenamo.ext"
As with the OPEN command, the 8 in VALUE
1 signifies 'open the file for output'.
X10 9 - PUT RECORD OR 'PRINT'
To send a string of text to a file (which must
have already been OPENed) use the following
format

X10 9,A1,8,0,"HERE'S A LINE
Note that you must place an 8 in VALUE I of

the command, to signify an output. By the
way, instead of using a literal string (in
quotes). you can also print the contents of a
variable to the file, for example:

X10 9,#1,8,0,STRINGS
X10 12 - CLOSE FILE
Any CLOSE command you normally issue

from within a program or in immediate mode
(i.e. directly onto the screen without a line
number) can be substituted with:

X10 12,#1,O,O,"D:tilena,ne,exr
This has exactly the same effect as BASIC'sCLOSE statement.

18

READING A FILE
You can use an X10 command to read a file,

and although this has no advantage over
using GET from BASIC it does give you a
better picture of what X10 is actually capable
of. To use this feature, firstly you need to
open the file to read. Instead of using BASIC'sOPEN command use an X10 3, but this time
in VALUE 1 you should use a 4 to signify an
input For example:

X10 3
0
0 1 ,
4 , 0
, " D
: fi l
e n
a m
e . e
x  
I
"

XIO 5 - GET RECORD OR 'INPUT'
To use an XIO 5 command in your program.

you have to format it in the following manner:
X10 5,11,4,0,STRINGS

You must store the read from the file in a
string. Of course this means you should DIM
the string that you are going to use before you
attempt to read the file otherwise you'll run
Into all sorts of problems. Also never try to
read a record that is longer than the DIMmed
length of your receiving string. Because if you
do you may find that it corrupts other strings
or even parts of your program. forcing BASIC
to 'lock-up'? And don't forget to close the file.
after you've finished reading from it, by usingan X10 12 command.

MANIPULATING DISKS
(A REPLACEMENT FOR DOS)
Okay. so we've taken a look at the XIO's that
resemble BASIC commands, Now let's cast
our eye over some others which aren't similar
to any that are available from BASIC.
X10 32 - RENAME FILE
By issuing an X10 32. you can change the

name of a file just as you would by using
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DOS. To use simply type:
X10 32,111,0,0,"D:oldname.newname"

And the result would be that file called *old-
name' would be renamed as 'my/name'. All
that without a DOS call in sight!
Xi0 35 - LOCK FILE
This command takes care of the files on your

disk. by allowing you to lock them all, or just
one specific program or file. To lock just the
one file type:

X10 35,11,0,0,"D:tliename.ext"
And to lock all the files, you should type this
instead:

X10 35,11,0,0,D:*.'

X10 36 - UNLOCK FILE
If you need to unlock a file or files for any

reason. it's just as simple as locking them.
For example to unlock just one file type:

X10 36,1"1,0,0,"Ditilename.ext"
And to unlock them all. type:

X10 36,#1,0,0,"D:•.'

X10 254 - FORMAT DISK
This can be a teal life saver, especially if you
don't have a RAMDISK (or MEM.SAV) and you
find that you have run out of disk space and
need to format a new one so that you can
save the program that you are writing.
However if you do use this command. BE
CAREFUL - because once you've issued it and
pressed 'RETURN) there's no turning back.
everything on the disk will be erased as there
are no 'Are You Sure?' prompts.
If you use DOS 2.5 you can in fact format

your disk in either single or enhanced densi-
ty. Firstly to format in single density use X10
253 instead of X10 254, for example:

X10 253,#1,0,0,13:"
But if you want to get as much disk space as
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possible you can format in enhanced density
(on a 1050 or XF551) by typing:

MO 254,11 ,0,0,"D:"
Once you've done that, you can also write a
DOS.SYS file to the disk by just typing SAVE"D:DOS.SYS'. There will, however, be no
DUP.SYS file - you'll still have to use DOS
option H to do this. Incidentally, if you are
using an 810 you can issue either of the
above commands. X10 253 or X10 254, to
format your disk, but you'll only be able to get
single density, I'm afraid.

A WARNING
All of the last five X10 commands that we've

looked at must each be given an UNUSED
channel. We have been using # I. but if #1 is
already in use in your program then use a
different one for any X10 commands. Whatev-
er you do make sure that they don't dash or
you'll get some strange error numbers.

USING X10
IN GRAPHICS

X10 can also be used in one graphics appli-
cation, that of filling shapes. The command
Is:

X10 le - FILL
An example of the format to use is:

X10 1841 ,0,0,"S:"
The fill function is used to fill in shapes
wrhich have been drawn on a graphics screen
using the PLOT and DRAWID commands. It
is, however, very limited in the way that it
operates, in fact it is probably quite a big
disappointment to most people when theylearn how to use it for the first lime!
Type in and run Program One. Notice that it
Atari User 1 9



CRASH!
I was trying to think of something to fill up
this space and thought I would print a
routine that I have often used to read a joys-
tick without lots of IF THEN statements but
it sort of developed into a mini game. There's
no mom now to explain how it works but you
can use lines 100 to 120 in your own prog-
rarns to move something about with the
joystick.
If you want to play the game. you just need to
crash into the blocks to score points. If you go
too long without hitting a block the gameends.

Les Ellingham

draws a line on the right hand side of the
semen, and then proceeds to fill it.

The process the computer follows when ex-
ecuting a fill is very simple indeed. It goes asfollows:

1. Draw an imaginary line between the pixel
last referenced to in a PLOT or DRAWFO.
and the pixel referred to in the POSITIONcommand.

2. Go to the beginning of this line, and for
each pixel along the imaginary line, draw
a horizontal line out to the right, until it
meets another lit (non-zero) pixel. If it
does not meet another lit pixel. it will
'wrap around' until it meets itself!

Following this logic. it should be easy to see
that in order to draw a square, or filled-in
box, you need only draw the right-hand edge.
then give the top left and bottom left corner'scoordinates in the PLOT and POSITION com-
mands, and the fill will then take care of the
rest. Try experimenting with different shapes
and you'll soon begin to see how limited, in
practice, Atari's fill really is!
I hope that this introduction to a little used

command will inspire you to expand your
programs a little. At the very least you will beable to include some of the basic DOS disk
commands in your programs but, maybe. you
will be able to work out some more complex
and exciting routines. If you do be sure to letus know. •
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UU 10 GRAPHICS 0:POKE 752,1:POKE 718,0BO 108 STICK=STICK(8):XI=X:Y1=Y
NL 118 X=P(STICK=6)+(STICK=7)*(STICK=5)
- (STICK=18)-(STICK=11)

-
(STICK=9)

6K 120 1=Y+(STICK=9)+(S1ICK=13)+(S1ICK=5)
-(STICK=18)-(STICK=14)-(STICK=6)

LE 150 POSITION INT(RND(0)139)
1
23:
9 I _ I : B

RICKS=BRICKS+1:IF BRICK40 THEN 258
RE 190 LOCATE X,Y,C:IF C=168 THEN POKE 71

,14:111HOPF IA I :POKE 711,0:SCORE=SCORE4 I
:BRICKS:4

BZ 208 POSITION XI
I
YI:
1 1  
' : P O S I
T I O N  
X , Y
:

8
1
,

LJ 210 GOTO 100
IC 258 9 'GAME NER - YOUR SCORE ';SCORE

A SUMMARY OF
XIO COMMANDS

COWAN OPERATION EXAMPLE
3 Open a file
5 Get record
7 Get characters
9 Put record
11 Put characters
12 Close a file
13 Status request
17 Draw a line
18 Fill an area
32 Rename a file

33 Delete a file
35 Leck a hie
36 Unlock a file
37 Point
38 Note
253 Format Single
254 Format enhar ced

Same as BASIC's OPEN
Same as BASIC's INPUT
Same as BASIC's GET
Same as BASIC's PRINT
Same as BASIC's PUT
Same as BASIC'S CLOSE
Same as BASIG's STATUS
Same as BASIC's DRAWTO
X10 18,#1,0,0,"&"
X10 32,11,0,0, "froldname,ne-
wname"
X10 33,011,0,0, "Ilfilename•ext
-X10 35,11 ,0,0, "Gfilename.ext
X10 ,0,0, "D:filertame•ext•
Same as BASIC's POINT
Same as BASIC's NOTE
X10 253,11,0,0,"D:"
X10 254,141,0,0,a"

HardwareUTILITYRAM BANK TESTER
T he easiest way to access the extra

RAM of the 130XE or an expanded XL
is to set up a table of values which

cause the correct bank to be selected. Banks
are selected by using PORili (54017)- there's
been plenty of discussion of this in recent
NALI's so I'll skip it here. Suffice to say that if
you Poke the correct number in here a bankis selected.
It's perfectly possible to bank switch in

Turbo BASIC (or even ATARI BASIC and com-
piled Turbo BASIC), as presented here, but if
you wish to access the banks in BASIC then
your program must not grow into the bank
switch area. This is located between 16384
and 32767 and thus limits program size to
very small (use DPEEK(14) to give you an idea
of where your program ends). If your main
program is in BASIC, however, and you are
using a machine code routine to access the
banks you can use the whole main bank for
your program. This is then switched out bythe machine code routine, and as BASIC has
been suspended while your machine code
runs you may then access any of the otherbanks. Just remember to switch back to the
main bank before exiting your machine code
routine, then BASIC carries on totally una-

by
Andy Guiltaume

ware that any bank switching has been done!!
The program works by attempting to store a
value in the same place within each bank
(CBITE). It then runs through each bank
again looking for this number. If it is foundthen it is reset to 0 and the number of banks
increased by 1. RESET is the initial value ofPORTB and selects the main bank. This is
saved in VTABLE as the second value, the
first being the number of banks detected. All
other bank select values are then placed after
RESET. giving a list starting with the main
bank and ending with the last bank selectvalue. MASK is used to de-select the Self-test
code and keep the current BASIC ON/OFF
status selected (so that the routine works
properly when compiled). You may be won-
dering why CHECK goes up to 31, this is to
check for 256K expansions as I have a YORKY
myself although the program should work
equally well on a 130XE - though only giving
4 extra banks as opposed to my I 2!!
The first loop sets up. the second checks and
creates the table. PORTB is then reset to
return the main bank, It is suggested that
re-setting PORTB is the first thing a bank
switching program does.

SEEING IT WORK
The demo program should be run after run-
ning the main program as the bank switch

Page 6's New Atari User 2 1



TO I REM 111111111111111111111111111
FL 2 REM RAM TEST DEMO
X6 3 REM O (TURBO BASIC)
004 REM I by Andy Guillaule I
KA 5 REM 1   1
La 6 REM I NEW ATARI USER - JAN 96
TU 7 REM 111111111111111011111111111
NN 8 REM
VD 18 REM  Setup Variables
VA 28 PORTB=54117:PTABLE=1536:9EM=16384
PZ 30 RESET=PEEK(PTABLE47.1):NUMBANKS=PEEK

(PTABLE)
EB 40 POKE PORTB,RESET
EU 50 REM  Setup Screens
MG 68 GRAPHICS X8:SCN=OPEEK(88):P0KE 789,

4
GL 78 FOR NP.8 TO 4
RE 88 REM  Draw screen
BH 98 FOR X=7.8 TO 39:P0SI1ION N : N E

XT X
MG 100 FOR Y=7.I TO 23:MINE SCN,SCN4(YX48)

1
4
i
:
N
E
X
T 
Y

ZG 118 REM  Select Bank
NH 128BANK=PEEK(PTABLE+7.1+N)
FH 130 POKE PORTB
I
BANK

PB 148 REM  MOVE screen to MEM
GM 158 MOVE SCN,MEN
1
968

IB 168 NEXT N
DT 178 POKE PORTB,RESET
ET 188 REM  Flip screens
OP 190 GRAPHICS aiDL=OPEEK(568)
OG 208 REM  Set OL to point to MEM
WU 210 OPOKE 004,MEM
00 228 FOR N=7.8 TO 4
ZL 238 REM  Select Bank
NW 240 BANK=PEEK(PTABLE47.14N)
FM 258 POKE PORTB
I
BANK

XC 268 GET A
IE 278 NEXT N
ND 288 GOTO 228

22

TO 1 REM 111111141011111111101111111
WL2REIII R A M  TEST
XG 3 REM I (TURBO BASIC) 1
004 REM b y  Andy Guillaune IKA 5 REM I
LO 6 REM 1 NN ATARI USER - JAN 96
TU 7 REM
NN 8 REM
GN 18 REM  SETUP VARIABLES
TT 20 PORT8=54017:CBYTE28480IPTABLE=1536
Y
.
X 
3
0 
R
E
M  
S
E
T
U
P 
S
C
R
E
E
N

CN 41 GRAPHICS 7.8:SETCOLORZ2,7.8,7.11:SETCO
LOP 7 ,1
1
7 .8 ,1
8 :PO
KE 
7 5
2 , 7
, 1

PU 58 POSITION 7.13,28:? 1180X Bytes RAM BA
NKS FREE (08 BANKS)'

OK 60 REM  GET RESET VALUE
XX 70 RESET=PEEK(P0RT8):MASK=RESET&131
WM 88 REM  SETUP BANKS FOR TEST
YA 90 FOR CHECK=MI TO 31:BA1K=(CHECK14)
1
M

ASK:POKE PORTB,BANK:POKE CBITE,42:NEXT
CHECK

IH 100 REM  RESET PORTB
OM 118 POKE PORTB,RESEI:POKE CBYTE,7.8:NUM

BANKS=X8
TM 128 REM  TEST BANKS
AX 138 FOR CHECK=7.8 TO 31:BANK=(CHECKI4)
1 MASK:POKE PORTB,BANKIR 148 IF PEEK(CBYTE)=42 THEN N1MBANKS41U

MB411647.1:POKE CBYTE,X8:POKE PIA8LE47.1
OILHBANKS,BANK

IW 150 2=1EN(STRS(Nt1lBANKSX16))
CB 168 POSITION Z3 -Z,28:
7 
N 1 i M B A N K
S 1 1 6

KC 170 NUT CHECK
PT 188 Z=LEN(SIRS(NUMBANKS))
KG 190 POSITION 29-Z,28:? NUMBANKS
II 288 REM  RESET PORTB
TM 218 POKE PORTB,RESET:POKE PIABLE,NLHBA

NKS:POKE PIABLE-#7.1,RESET
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nean (Qrarraghty eoftware
PD Library *  Commercial Software Publishing

*  Magazine Publishing *  Hardware/software bought & soldMAJOR POWER PER POST PRICE REDUCTIONS
WE HAVE RECENTLY BEEN ABLE TO PERMANENTLY REDUCE THE COST OF ALL OUR POWER PER

POST PRODUCTS THE NEW (P&P INCLUSIVE) PRICES AND PACKAGE ARRANGEMENTS ARE
QUICK PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE v2.2 WITH SUPPORT DISKS 1 AND 2. (1299
SAM DESKTOP SYSTEM WITH BUDGET. UTILS 1 AND DESIGNER El 4 99RUBBER BALL, BOMB!, MINESWEEPER, GLAGGS ITI £2 99 EACH OR ES 95 THE SET
QUICK Ed (CHARACTER SET EDITOR) £399

CURRENT QUICK USERS: NEW OUIDKv22 UPGRADE IS NOW AVAILABLE AT £2 INC P&P THIS NEW VERSICelCREATES MORE COMPACT AND FASTER OBJECT CODE T4L5 DISK WILL UPGRADE YOUR CURRENT v2 1 DISK
NEW YEAR SPECIAL: PUBLIC DOMAIN DISKS EACH ON 5 OR MORE

100 51/2" VERBATIM DSDD DISKS IN PLASTIC CASES: E16•50 INCLUDING P&P!!(CALL. FOR smALLERtARGER QUANTITY PRICES)
NEED ANY BACK ISSUES OF PAGE 6 (ISSUE 30 AND ABOVE)? WE HAVE STACKS OF BACK ISSUESAT JUST 40p EACH OR 10 FOR E3.50. PLUS DELIVERY CHARGED AT COST

DID YOU GET A PC THIS CHRISTMAS?? IF YOU DID YOU MIGHT LIKE TO KNOW THAT WE CURRENTLY
HAVE AROUND 900 PC CD-ROM TITLES AVAILABLE FROM JUST EZ09. CALL FOR THE LATESTON-DISK CATALOGUE (UPDATED WEEKLY)

W A N T E D :  YOLK unwanted Aian hardwarelsottware We buy disks, 'tapes, carts. books, wags !nag disks and any Ala-i
related hardware Phone now for an .mmecnale otter' Stocks ot used hardwaresonware are aPerayt avadiable lor sale

For a free copy et our 25 page catieogue of PD and Commercial software, please send 2 x25p stamp (31I3Cs for non-UK custorrws) toD.G.S., 62, THOMSON AVE., BALBY, DONCASTER, DN4 ONU, ENGLAND
PHONE/FAX: (01302) 855026 Mobile: 0378-590259

table is required. The screens are first set up
then MOVEd to each bank (the bank is
switched and the memory moved to the same
place each time). The DL is altered to look atthe start of the bank switch area. The second
loop then just selects each bank in turn at
every key-press. As the DL has been set the
screen automatically flips to show the datasaved in each bank.
On a YORKY expanded XL the bank select

values are set up in General Extended RAM
mode meaning both ANTIC and CPU access
t he banks when required. This gives greater
compatibility between the 130XE and expan-
ded XL's so everybody should be able to use
your programs. Oil a 130XE the program
should work okay for CPU access as it stands.
If ANTIC access does not work then try alter-
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ing both of the testing loops to run from 31 to0 STEP-1. This means that the ANTIC bit is
tested before the CPU bit and should select
AN'IIC access. I might be wrong though. and
this may not be necessary.
I was disappointed that the Video Blitz demo

doesn't work with my YORKY as the ANTIC
only extended RAM mode is not supported to
make way for the extra bank select bits.
However, Shiny Bubbles and everything else
I've tried does work!!
My latest software release, CLIP-TRACKER

XE, is an updated sample sequencer that
uses bank switching to give 64K for samples
on a 130XE. Up to 192K of banks are suppor-
ted on expanded machines - as are Stereo
upgrades if fitted. •
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Kt/XL:PROGRAMMING
UNDERSTANDING

Ann OPDriscoll
shows you how
to use arrays for
serious programs
as well as for a
slot machine game

A
r
r
a
y
s  
a
r
e  
a  
v
e
r
y  
h
a
n
d
y  
p
r
o
g
r
a
m
m
i
n
g

tool for manipulating large amounts of
closely related information. This arti-

cle takes a look at how they might be used in
different types of programs. PROGRAM I de-
monstrates how a couple of one dimensional
arrays could be used to store and process
pupils' results in a test. while PROGRAM 2
sets up the basis of a stock control system
using a two dimensional numeric array. There
Is also a simple slot machine type game which
uses arrays to analyse numbers held in row
and column positions on the screen.
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ARRAYS
SETTING UP

SIMPLE ARRAYS
Before you use an array. you must reserve

some space in the computer for It using the
DIM (for dimension) statement. LINE 40 of
LISTING 1 sets up the two arrays for the
"Marks" program. The test results will be held
In the M array.
DIM 5(10) creates a numeric array called "M"
with room for 11 separate entries or numbers.
held in M(0) to M(10). Our program will store
the marks of 10 children in M(1) to M(10). We
will ignore the 0 element of the array altoge-
ther, as it is more natural to count from I
rather than O. The children's names will be
held in the N$ array - The last character in
the array name must be a dollar sign for
suing (non-numeric) arrays,
DIM N8(50) sets up an array called N$ with
space for 50 letters stored at NS( I) to N$(50).You will notice from this that there is no zero
element in string arrays. Our program allows
5 letters per name and there are 10 pupils
altogether, so N$ will accommodate them all.
LINE 45 simply fills the string with spaces. to
clear out any unwanted information.

TO 1 REM 8108011118188888188841818818
R2 2 REM I ARRAYS DEMO - PROGRAM I I
AO 3 REM 8 b y  1CX 4 REM 8 Ann O'Driscoll
KA 5 REM 8
LO 6 REM II NEW ATARI USER - JAN 961
TU 7 REM 111011111111111111111111#11
NN 8 REM
BE 32 REM
XU 39 REM  I. DIMENSION THE TWO ARRAYS
,2D 41 DIM 11(I8 I
N S ( 5 8 )YH 45 NSE1)=":NS(58)=":NS(2)=NIS
JU 59 REM  2, PUT DATA INTO THE ARRAYS
HU 68 FOR N=1 TO II
FD 62 READ X
MN 65 MEN]=X:NEYT N
62 78 DIM A$(5):FOR N=1 TO 18
LB 72 READ Al
MX 88 NCNX5-541,N15]=AS:NEXT N
M2 99 REM  3. ANALYSE THE INFORMATION
XM 188 GRAPHICS 0:? 'TEST RESULTS':? 'ER]

EUERIERMERMERMERIER1 S I IL
FIX
HZ
22

[RI'
SG 118 FOR N=1 TO 18
D4 128 7 NS(N15-541,NI5),M(N)XD 138 SI=S1+M(N)
DP 140 IF M(N))=48 THEN S24241
12 150 IF M(N))=55 THEN 53=53-#1
IB 160 NEXT N
EF 178 ? IEESC,DMIEESC,TABIERJER1ER1

ERHEER1tRiERMERIERIEUERI
ERIERIEUERIERJEUERIER1ERI

fRIER1ENCRY
180 7 'EESC,TAB1AVERAGE MARK:
;SI/10
198 9 'EESC,TABINUMBER WHO PASSED:
;52
288 ? siESC,TABINUMBER WHO FAILED:
;10-S2
218 ? "EESC,TABINUMBER WITH HONOURS: a
53
228 9 "EESC,TABIERMERJER1ERHR]EUERIERREER1ER1EUERIERI
ER1ER]ERHRIEEERIER1ERIER1[R]
ER)'
238 POKE 752,1:POKE 764,255:
7 :
7
EESC
I
TABI
Press 
a  
k e
y '

248 IF PEEK(764)=255 THEN 240
388 GRAPHICS 8:
7 
I E E S C
I
D O W N
I C H I L
D R E N  
W

HO GOT 60 OR MORE':? 'EUER1ERNR]
EUERIER1ERJERUR]ERIER][R]ER1
ER1ERNMERIMER1ERIERIER1
ER1ERIERMERY
318 FOR N=1 TO 18
328 IF M(N))=60 THEN 7 NS(N15-5+1
1
N15)

330 IF MONS4 THEN S44
4
1(N):X=N
348 NEXT N
358 9 :
7 
' T
H E  
B
E
S
T  
I
N  
T
H
E  
C
L
A
S
S  
I
S
:
'
:
?

Ni(5XX-541
1
51X);' 
W I T H  
1
; M ( X )
; '  
M A
R K S

JV 368 POKE 764,255:END
FY 588 DATA 64,48,18,56,71,29,35,86,52,68
MY 590 DATA ALICE,BRIAN
I
COUM
1
DAWD,E0IN
;
F

I ONA , GARY ;
HARR
Y , I
R I S  
1
.
1 0 E
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PUTTING DATA

IN ARRAYS
Our next job is to assign values to the arrayelements. LINES 60 to 85 of PROGRAM 1 use

a FOR NEM loop to read the marks, held
Page 6's New

as DATA in LINE 580. into the numeric array
elements Ito 10. The routine at LINES 70 to
80 is used to fill the string array. An array
called AS is set up to temporarily hold each
name, held as DATA in LINE 590. The first
name starts at NS(1), the second at N$(6), and
so on, with the 10th and last starting at
N$(46). In general terms. if you have an array
Atari User 2 5



with fixed length elements like this. the Nth
element will start at N x L - (L + 1) and end at
N x L where "L" is the length of each element.
Incidentally, another way of getting informa-
tion into arrays would be to INPUT the data
when the program is running: Just changeLINES 62 and 72 to INPUT X and INPUT AS
respectively and delete LINES 580-590 if you
want to try this.

MANIPULATING
THE DATA

Now we are at the stage when we can do
something with the information. LINES 110
to ISO use a FOR NEXT loop to show each
pupirs score next to his/her name, as well as
keeping track of a few variables. LINE 120
prints the name and mark, while LINE 130
keeps a running total of the numbers in the M
array. LINES 140 and 150 use counters to
clock up the number of pupils who passed
(mark of 40 or more) or got honours (55 or
over) respectively. Total marks divided by 10
(number of pupils) gives us the average for
the class (LINE 180). LINES 190 to 210 dis-
play number of passes. fails and honours.
using the two counters.
Finally. the program prints out selected

names and works out the highest mark. LINE
320 only shows the name if the M array
contains a value of 60 or more. LINE 330 sets
up a variable called 54 which continually
takes the value of the highest number it finds
In the M array. Another variable. X, is used to
flag the array position, so that the name and
mark of the best pupil may be displayed (LINE
350).
A listing like this could easily be adapted for

many other uses. For instance. the 'best
pupil" routine above could become the "High
Score" routine in another program. as the
26 P a g e  6's New Atari User

same principles of selecting and displaying
specific records apply. Another use would be
In a club, to keep track of members' names
(string array) and subscriptions (numeric
array). This could list amounts collected and
show who paid. using routines taken from the
"Marks" listing.

INTERRELATED
DATA

Let's suppose now that our teacher in PROG-
RAM 1 wanted to store the pupils results
from a series of tests instead ofjust the one.
While it would be possible to set up a sepa-
rate program for each test, this would involve
lots of typing. It would also be impossible
(without using a separate program again) to
track individual pupil's performanm to see
the trends in average marks, and so on. Amuch better solution in a case like this would
be to use what's known as a two dimensional
array to keep everything in the one program.
21) arrays are useful whenever you want to
organise interrelated data that can be
arranged in rows and columns. In this exam-
ple. the rows could hold the names and thecolumns the different results. For instance.
row I could hold the first student's results.
with column I holding the mark from the first
test, column 2 holding the second test, and so
on.
Two dimensional arrays are set up using the
command

DIM A(r,e)
where A is the name of the array and r and c
refer to the rows and columns. It doesn't
matter whether you put rows or columns
first, so long as you remember the order used
when inputting or analysing array data. Like
the simple numeric arrays, the entries in two

dimensional arrays are counted from zero. To
take an example. DIM X(3.2) sets up an array
called X with 4 rows and 3 columns, or
spaces for 12 numbers altogether. We needtwo numbers (row and column) to specify one
of the entries.

A PROGRAM FOR
STOCK CONTROL

LISTING 2 sets up a sample stock control
system with 5 items - Product A. B. C. I) and
E - each available in 3 sizes. The array sizes
are defined in LINE 40. NI and LI are the
number of items and the length of each one;
NC and LC are the number and length of the
categories. LINE 50 DIMensions the arrays.
The string arrays are used for product names
(ITEMS) and sizes (CATS). while the numeric
array (STOCK) is used to hold the number of
items in each slot.
The routines at LINES 60 and 65 fill the
string arrays, using the same procedure ex-
plained in PROGRAM 1. The stock array uses
columns 1-3 (for the categories) and rows 1-5
for the different products (column 0 and row
0 are ignored). LINE 70 reads the 5 entries for
the first column and puts them in Sl'OCK(1.1)
to SIDCK(5.1):4he entries for the second col-
umn are put in STOCK( 1.2) to STOCK(5,2)
and the entries for the third column are put
in STOCK(1.3) to STOCK(5.3). The nested
FOR NEXT loops in 2 dimensional arrays
can sometimes cause problems as it is very
easy to get the rows and columns mixed up -
just remember that the data for the first or
outer loop comes first: in this program. each
line of DATA in 920 - 940 refers to a COLUMN
of the array. so the OUTER loop is used toread the columns. lithe DATA lines held rows
from the arrays instead, then the loop to read
In the rows would have to be the outside one.
The rest of the program gives a few ideas on
how information like this might be used. The
first routine (LINE 300- ) shows the data in a
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tabular form: LINES 310-320 print out the
row and column labels and the FOR NEXT
loop at LINES 330-340 displays the num-
bers. The next routine (LINE 400- ) asks the
user to input a product name and prints out
the number of items in each category (col-
umn) for the product. This is done simply by
setting up a variable (F. in LINE 430) to flag
the row number of the item. A running total is
kept too (LINE 460), The last routine (LINE
500- ) prints category. product name and
number for all stock below a given limit (in
this case 2. set in LINE 510).
Other possibilities could include an option to
print out the value of the stock (multiply the
numbers in each row by the cost of goods for
the row and add the totals), or perhaps a
routine to list the number of items in a parti-
cular size category (amend the search routine
at LINE 400). You could also have a routine to
change data values as goods were sold or
bought (input name and category to locate the
row and column, then input the number for
the array). All the routines could be run froma central menu.

THE GAME
Finally, the game on this issue's disk shows

how numeric arrays can be used in a totally
different way. here, the "action" takes place
on a 5 by 5 grid of red and yellow numbers on
the screen. Pressing the spacebar selects a
yellow/red number pair shown in one of the
25 grid positions. The objective is to select
straight rows or columns of numbers within a
given number of tries. Points are also
awarded for picking corner positions.
The program uses a two dimensional array -
SC(5,5) to look after the grid. All the elements
In this are initially set to zero. The "red" num-
bers are held in the rows and the "yellow"
numbers in the columns, so any pair of num-
bers is associated with a unique array ele-
ment. The element is given a value of 1 when
its numbers are picked. For instance, If red is
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TO I REM NIINNIIIN18111014111#11#11111NNNIN
TE 2 REM 8 ARRAYS DEMO - PROGRAM 2 8
AO 3 REN 1 b y
CX 4 REM 1 Ann Mriscoll
KA 5 REM 8
LO 6 REM II NEA ATARI USER - JAN 96 0
TU 7 REM 88018888881808818111111888818
NN 8 REM
ZE 39 REM  SET UP AND FILL THE ARRAYS
JP 48 LI=18:N1=5:LC=6:NC=3
FP 58 DIM ITEMELIINI),CATS(LCINC),STOCK(

N I
I
N
C
) ,
A
S (
1
1 )

JM 55 ITEMS(1)=":1TEMS(LIINI)e ':ITEM$
(2)ITEMS:CAT1ITENS

JS 68 FOR N=1 TO NI:READ AS:ITEMS(NILI -LI
41,NILI)=AS:NEXE N

DO 65 FOR N=I TO NC:READ AS:CATS(N1LC -LC*
1,NILC)=0:NEY7 N

UY 78 FOR 0=1 TO NC:FOR R=I TO NI:READ X:
STOCK(R,C)=X:NEXT R:NEXT C

ZR 188 GRAPHICS B:POKE 7520:POKE 718,8:6OTO 308
OE 249 REM  PRESS A KEY SUBROUTINE
TO 258 POKE 764,255:POSITION 2,28:? 'Pres

s a key to continue'
Fl 268 IF PEEK(764)=255 THEN 268
ZM 278 RETURN
IT 299 REM  WHAT'S IN STOCK? 380 - 340
TE 388 ? "IESC,CLEARIALL GOODS IN STOCK'
PP 310 FOR R=1 TO NI:POSITICH 2
1
R+4 :
7  I T E

M(M! -LI+1,R011):NEXT R
ZA 328 FOR C=1 TO NC:POSITION 54018
t
3:? C

ATS(CILC-1.01
1
CILC):NEXT 
C

OA 338 FOR R=I TO NI:FOR C=I TO NC
PU 348 POSITICH 7+C18,R44:
7 
S T O C K ( R , C
) : N E

X7 C:NEXT R:GOSUB 258
OS 399 REM  ITEM SEARCH 488 - 498

BK

JX
ZI
LE
DL
NR

BG
UA
Al

EU
OA
PH
UR

HR
TX
HZ
ZE
BK
HU
PM
IF
YD
YV

408 ? 'IESC,CLEAR1LOOK AT A PRODUCT':?
:POKE 764
9
255:
7 
' I N P
U T  
N A
M E  
O
F  
I T
E
M  
I

0 SEARCH FOP:INPUT Al
428 LA=LEN(A1):IF LA<LI THEN FOR N=LP
I TO LI:A$(N)=" ':NEXT N
438 FOR k=1 TO NI:IF ITEN(RXLI-L1+1,R
ILI)=AS THEN F=R
440 NEXT R:
7458 IF F=0 THEN ? 'EESC,BELLJNO RECORD
OF ' .
I
.A
$r  
I
N  
S
T
O
C
K
"
:
G
U
T
O  
4
9
8

468 FOR C=I TO NC:? CATVCILC -LC+1,CIL
C);":0;": liSTOCK(F,C):TOT=TOT+STOC
K(F,C):NEY7 C
488 7 "CESC,DOWNITOTAL STOCK OF '04$r
: 'JOT
498 GOSUB 258
499 REM  ORDER MORE? 588 - 570
588 7 'IESC,CLEARKOM STOCK CHECK':?
IESC,DOMMIESC,DU0141R1MNIN6 LOW 011:":
7518 LOW=2
528 FOR R=1 TO NI:FOR D=I TO NC
538 IF STOCO,C))LOM THEN 558
548 ? CATS(CILC-LC41,CILC);";ITEMS(R
ILI 1
; S
T O
C K
( R
, C
) r  
L
E
F
T
'

:LM=1
558 NEXT C:NEXT R:IF 101=8 THEN 7 'MOTH
ING"
578 GOSUB 258
699 REM  END PROGR144 718
788 GRAPHICS 8:CLR :POKE 764,255:END
899 REM  -- DATA FOR THE ARRAYS
980 DATA PRODUCT A
I
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1  
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918 DATA SMALL,MEDIUM,LARGE
928 DATA 7,3,5
1
3
1
1

930 DATA 8
1
9
1
6 ,2
1
3

948 DATA 1,7,4,5
1
8

Underline INVERSE CHARACTERS • [ I CONTROL + CHARACTER • < INVERSE CONTROL + CHARACTER
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NORTH OF SCOTLAND ATARI USER GROUPFUTU RA
THE NOSALIG NEWSLETTER

A PUBLICATION ON DISK FOR YOUR ATARI 8-BIT
Every issue of Putura contains a wealth of information for your Atari

8-bit including editorial. news, trivia, reviews. competitions. books,
music, programming, hardware projects. desktop publishing. etc.
PLUS top quality software from Futuriaris and the public domainMIURA ISSUE 17 OUT NOW!

Issue 17 is a 2-DISK ISSUE with FOUR DISK SIDES of text and software!FUTURA ISSUE 18 - OUT SOON!
Prices: Futura is now released quarterly

A 6-disk/4-issue subscription is priced at only E10
Back issue disks 1 .16 are still available at only E1.50 each

Please make cheques/12.0.'9 payable to S.J. Murray" and send toNOSAUG, P.O. BOX 10001, PETERHEAD, AB42 6ZN
INTOSAUG - ALIV ATARI 8 -HIT USER GROUP!

3 and yellow is 2. SC(3,2) is set to 1. (LINE
360 of the listing,lAt the end of each game.
the program checks for Is in the comers
1SC(1.1), SC(1,5), SC(5, I) and SC(5,5)1and
awards a pointfor each one found. A couple
of one dimensional arrays - R(5) and C(5) areused to hold the totals for the individual rows
and columns • a value of 5 in any of these
Indicates a win and 4 points are awarded for
this. The scoring is done in LINES 4000-4030
of the listing.

TO CONCLUDE
All sorts of other programs could use two
dimensional arrays too - For instance, a travel
survey could list the names of people ques-
tioned and holiday destinations, then you
could search the numeric array for the high-
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est numbers to show the most popular re-
sorts. Or you could keep track of where your
money goes by listing categories down one
side and weeks across the top. then fill in the
amounts spent In each slot In fact, anything
that can be organised in rows and columns
on a piece of paper can probably be organised
quicker and more efficiently by your Atari.
I hope this article has given enough informa-
tion to set you on the way to trying out a few
ideas of your own.

The game which accompanies
this article is SPIN SEVEN and
the full !siting can be found on
this issue's disk. The listing is
also available as a TYPO-coded
type-in on request
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Review

HYPER ACTIVE
Les Ellingham
checks out the
recently advertised
Hyper Drive from
Chaos Computers
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consider an enhancement for yourdisk drive when the drive seems to be
doing a completely adequate Job already. If
you are not technically minded and have only
barely got to grips with DOS then you mightthink that an 'enhanced* drive would be
beyond your understanding. Is it worth
splashing out around L'30 to have a super
drive if you are not a technical wizard?
Some drive enhancements of the past, like

the infamous Happy Drive, were developed
primarily as a means of copying commercialdisks and came with long. complicated,
manuals explaining how to crack various pro-
tection schemes. The Ilyper Drive does this to
30 P c z g e  6's New Atari User

an extent but it can also be of benefit to the
most basic of users who would Just like to see
their drive working faster and with greater
capacity.
Speed can be an important factor if you use

your drive a lot but the most important con-
sideration nowadays has to be the ability to
back up your software. If your favourite disk
gets trashed tomorrow, all you can do is
throw it away. The chances of you finding a
replacement copy of most serious applications
is almost zero and the software publishers
have long ago disappeared or moved on so
they will not be able to help. If you have
software such as Print Shop. Syncale, VIP or
even some of the classic games it really is
worthwhile trying to back them up so the
Hyper Drive should be well worth considering.

SOME BACKGROUND
The Hyper Drive has been around for some

time having been developed in the States at
the height of Atari's popularity. I can't recall it
being widely advertised or sold in this country
although anyone who read the great American
Atari magazines like Antic and Analog would
be aware of it and many owners bought units
from the States. One such person was Paul
Hollins who purchased a Hyper Drive shortly

after acquiring his first disk drive. Ile was so
Impressed that when he got a second drive aYear or so ago he contacted the manufactur-
ers to see if he could get another unit. The
company concerned was no longer tradingbut still had a number of Ilyper Drive boards
available and so Paul decided to buy these
and set up Chaos! Computers to make the
Hyper Drive available once more.
Like every person still supporting the AtariClassic. Paul is a keen Atari enthusiast and

has no pretensions of making a living out of
selling add-ons for the Atari. Chaos! Compu-
ters is not therefore a big company trying to
make fast buck and reservations expressed
by some readers about their reliability andtrustworthiness can be dispelled. Like all of
us Paul has to make a living by holding down
a full time job which often has to take priorityover his Atari interests, so if you do experi-
ence a few delays should you decide to order
a Hyper Drive or send for details, please don't
assume that you are being ripped off.

LET'S TRY IT!
Right, let's assume that you have taken the

plunge and sent off your £30. What you'll get
is a foil-wrapped PCB containing the Hyper
Drive chips. a 26 page installation and oper-
ating manual and a copy of the I lyper Drive
Version II software disk, For the time being
you'll also get a free copy of MyCopyRi. a
straightforward disk copier that will let you
copy your unprotected disks at breakneck
speed!
The manual itself is comprehensive and. at
first sight quite daunting as it goes into the
many facilities of the Hyper Drive but you
don't have to understand it all in one go.
Indeed there are several facilities that you
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may never use so don't get too bogged downin technicalities at this stage. I3est thing to do
is get the board installed and run through the
manual with the thing actually operating.

GET THE TOOLS OUT
If you have never opened up a disk drive

before, don't worry as the instructions will
take y o u
,
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starting with a list of the few tools and other
bits and pieces you will need. Nothing fancy,
you are sure to have them at hand.
Removing the ease is quite straightforward

but when you have done so take a good look
Inside to familiarise yourself with the various
wires connecting the drive to the bottom cir-cuit board. You will need to remove and refit
these but they are all connected with simple
push-on plugs. Looking from the front there
are five push on plugs at the back on the lefthand side and these are the first to be re-
moved. Don't yank them off vet or you'll makethe mistake I did. Look at them carefully and
you will notice that the centre plug is steppedout from the others and must be refitted this
way round. It will fit on either way and I made
the mistake of fitting the plugs back in a neat
line. If you should do this, don't worry as,
despite the dire warnings in the manual, no
harm seems to be done although the drivewon't work!
Once the visible plugs have been disconnec-

ted you can lift up the drive mechanism to get
at a couple more plugs underneath and withthese removed you can put the drive mechan-
ism aside. It is best to mark one side of each
plug with a felt tip pen so that you can refitthem with the marks all facing in the samedirection.
Next you have to remove the aluminium box
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which shields several chips on the main cir-
cuit board. This is easily done by straighten-
ing a few twist tabs (some drives may have
screws) and lifting the box clear. Now you can
see the chips and this is where things can get
scary if you are of a nervous disposition!
There are five chips in view and you need to
remove two of these to fit the Hyper Drive
board. A diagram in the instructions makes it
suite clear which two are to be removed and
the procedure is fully explained but if you
have never taken out a chip before it can be
quite nerveracking. The chip has to levered
out of its socket little by Little from each end.
The secret is to lever out only a tiny amount
each time and not rush the job. If you pull up
too much on one end the pins will bend and
you will never get the chip back in should youneed to in the future.
All instructions for removing chips suggest a
flat blade screwdriver but you might find it
easier to use the slightly curved end of a
teaspoon with which it Is easier to get the
right leverage. If it sounds too daunting don't
be put off, it is not as difficult as it seems and
you are unlikely to do any damage.
Once the chips are removed the hard part is

over and you need only push fit the hyper
board into the two empty sockets, Again take
your time and be sure that all of the pins on
both chips are lined up with the sockets be-
fore your exert any pressure. Once the pins
are seated in the sockets you can press quite
hard. directly over the chips, to ensure that
the board is correctly seated.
Now it's simply a matter of reversing what

you have done so far. Providing you have
marked your plugs so you get them the right
way round it should be quite easy to get the
drive back together again. Congratulate your-
self and go and have a cup of tea while read-
ing through the rest of the manual.
Anyone can fit the Hyper Drive, even those

TABLE 1 - Times to copy a full single density disk using MyCoplil
Read F o r m a t  Wr i te  T o t a l

Normal Drive 78 secs 34 secs 83 secs 195 secs
US Doubler 78 secs 20 secs 78 secs 176 secs
Hyper Drive 35 secs 22 secs 50 secs 107 secss
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who have never opened up a computer or diskdrive before. The installation instructions are
quite comprehensive if you read and follow
them carefully. They might be better in a StepI Step 2 format but all the required infor-
mation is there. The only thing which could
be clearer is advice on refitting the plugs in
the correct order but Chaos! Computers are
aware of this and may well have amended the
documentation by now.

BOOT IT UP
Once the drive has been reconnected, switch

It on. insert the Hyper Drive software disk
and switch on your computer. Unless you
made the same mistake that I did in refitting
the plugs the drive should spring into action
with a series of rapid beeps as the softwareloads.
A simple menu presents you with a series of

options and this is where you need to begin to
read the manual, Or do you? Not necessarily
as you now have an enhanced drive that will
automatically run faster unless you tell it
otherwise. In fact you now have a programm-
able drive with a degree of intelligence in that
it can recognise certain types of software and
run them accordingly.
For now take out the Ilyper Drive software,

Insert the Myeopyll! disk and reboot. Now try
copying a few standard disks and you'll be
amazed at the speed. Table 1 shows you how
long it takes to copy a complete disk com-
pared to a standard drive and one fitted with
a US Doubler. The secret is that the Hyper
Drive uses its own memory to store completetracks rather than individual sectors and can
write a whole track in one go. If you watch
and listen you will see and hear the differ-ence.

So far you have learned nothing about the
Hyper Drive but you already have a super fast
copier and your software can now load andsave at lightning speed.

TRY THE OPTIONS
You will recall that I stated that your drive is

now programmable and It is important under-
stand how this works. Essentially you cansend commands to the drive which it will act
upon and remember until you instruct itotherwise or switch it off. Bear this in mind
when trying the various options.
1. DRIVE OPTIONS
Whenever you switch on your drive from now

on it will automatically be in Hyper Drive
mode but you may find that some heavily
protected programs object to this and will not
run. The first option on the Ilyper Drive menu
is to SWITCH OFF HYPER DRIVE and by
selecting this you tell the drive to revert tonormal 1050 status. The drive will now re-
main in this mode until you switch it off.
Rebooting the computer without switching offthe drive will treat the drive as a standard
1050 and all software should load except that
you will now longer be able to use the special
Hyper utilities!

Disk used was a standard DOS 2.5 format disk with one free sector
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Switching the drive off for 5 seconds returns
It to Hyper Drive but you can also erase prog-
ramming by selecting the triTT option on themain menu.
Option 3 allows you to CHANGE THE DRIVE

NUMBER without fiddling with the dip
switches on the back. This means that you
can boot, up the drive as drive I and thenrename it to drive 2. 3 or 4. Just what this
achieves I am not sure. The obvious thought
would be that you could use programs that
require tWo drives but as most of these would
need to be autobooted you would not get the
chance to change the drive after the program
Is running. Option 4 allows you to SET THE
MOTOR OFF DELAY although this will only
save a second or so and hardly seems worth-while.
Option 5 will be important to many userssince it sets the drive in US DOUBLER EMU-

LATOR mode so that you can use SpartaDos.
Ilyper Drive cannot be installed with the U.S
Doubler so you would have had to remove
your US Doubler chip if Installed. Don't worry
though as all facilities of the US Doubler are
covered by the Hyper Drive except formatting
with Sector Skew which is no longer needed
anyway as the Hyper Drive can read all sec-tors at a faster rate whether Sector Skew or
not.
The final option on this side is FAST WRITE
which allows you to set the drive up to fast
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buffered write with verify. In fact all writes
will now be verified since Hyper Drive can do
this faster than it can without verify! Some
software, such as the MyCopyRI which you
tried earlier, automatically switch on the fastwrite when booted.
When the drive is in fast write mode you
might notice something strange when you
take a disk out of the drive after writing. If
you do not wait until the motor has stopped
the busy light will flash on and off con-
tinuously. At first I thought this was a fault
but it is in fact a warning that the drive may
not have finished writing. Because the Hyper
Drive holds information in its own memory
you may get a situation where your software
tells you it has finished wilting but the infor-
mation is still buffered in the drive. In prac-
tice it doesn't seem to make any difference
but to be safe you should wait until the busy
light goes off before removing a disk.
2. SECTOR COPIER
This a straight sector copier for duplicating
standard non-protected disks but is really
redundant if you have MyCopyRI Use this
option if you want but you will find MyCopyR!faster and easier.
3. HYPER COMPACTOR
This gives you the opportunity to compact

several self booting disks onto one disk but as
It is more properly part of the copyingroutines we'll come back to it later.
4. ENABLE TRACER
Now it starts to become more involved! This

option sets your drive up in a tracer mode to
give you information about various disks that
you might want to copy. Information such aswhich tracks are used is needed for some
copy routines so has to be obtained from this
option.
34

Again the drive is specially programmed to
remember tracks that are accessed during a
loading procedure. If you boot a disk after
setting the drive in trace mode the HyperDrive will remember which tracks have been
accessed and you can then use option 5 -DISPLAY TRACE to check the information.
The drive will remain in trace mode until it is
switched off again
As the use of the drive is now becoming more

involved, almost two pages of the manual are
given over to using this mode and I won't goInto further detail here as it won't make a
great deal of sense unless you are actually
using the drive.

YOUR OWN FAST DOS
Side 2 of the disk starts off with an option to

use HYPER FAST DOS which will allow you
to format all of your disks in fast read and
write mode and perform all of the usual DOS
functions at much greater speed.
Step by step instructions are given for you to

create your own Hyper Fast Dos master disk
to replace the standard Atari DOS. One thingto be aware of here is that when the instruc-
tions tell you to boot DOS 2.0S, it really
means that as the initialisation program will
not run with DOS 2.5. That shows you how
old the program is! If you don't have a copy of
DOS 2.0S you can use any of the early disks
from the Page 6 PD library which all have
DOS 2.0 on them.

DIAGNOSTICS
A built-in diagnostic routine allows you to
check that your drive is working correctly.
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Among several tests you can perform are test-
ing whether write pmtect switches are work-
ing. whether the drive operates correctly In all
formats and whether the High Speed data
transfer is operating at optimal speed.
Perhaps the most useful tests are RPM mea-
surement and read and write tests on various
parts of the disk.
The diagnostics are useful if you are having
problems with your drive although there is no
advice on what to do if you encounter prob-
lems so you might worry yourself unnecessar-
ily. If your drive appears to work without
problems. leave well alone!

BACKING UP DISKS
At last we come to the facility that most
people will want a Hyper Drive for - backing
up your irreplaceable commercial software.
iere we have some good news and some not
so good news. Backing up many programs is
a breeze, not much slower than copying un-
protected disks, but others will take a gooddeal of work and, of course there will be one
or two programs that you will not be able to
back up. Don't expect miracles.
Five or six pages of the manual are given

over to copying protected disk and it can get
rather heavy at times. Super programmers
will go through the instructions understand-
ing every word and be able to work out how to
copy almost every disk but most of us are not
that clever and need to back up our disks
without too much effort.
Unfortunately : do not have a lot of software

available, haying sent virtually everything out
to reviewers over the years. so I cannot give
you a blow by blow account of what will copy
and what win not. Some very good news to
start with though is that copying PRINT SHOP

and associated Broderbund disks is simplicity
Itself. Just select the Copy mode and follow
the prompts which tell you when to insert
source and destination disks. A few passes
and you will have a perfect backup of Print
Shop so you can put your original awaysomewhere safe.

HEAVY PROTECTION
If Print Shop can be copied so easily then

there are sure to be others than will copy
without fuss or bother, but some publishers
got rather protective about their software and
introduced devious schemes to stop disks
being copied. The I lyper Drive Copier can
cope with many of these using a set of prede-
fined backup routines.
On side 2 of your disk you will find a number

of •PDB• files that you can use to back up
selected programs. The selection available
seems to be a bit of a disappointment but
there is no indication anywhere of what prog-
rams can be successfully backed up without
using these files so it could be that many
more familiar programs can be backed up
with the same ease as Print Shop. The files
shown give an indication of the age of the
software with titles that have long since pas-sed into folklore such as SYNCALC and SYN-
FILE alongside obscure titles such as SUPER
BUNNY and RAINBOW WALKER. Among
those that you will recognise are KENNEDY
APPROACII. SILENT SERVICE. ALTERNATE
REALITY and TEMPLE OF APSIIAI and there
are many more.
If you use PDB files then the actual backup

procedure is quite straightforward involving
nothing more than a few swaps between
source and destination disks.
Some copied programs will only run on
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drives fitted with ilyper Drive which is a wel-
come deterrent to having loads of pirated
copies around but. will not affect those
copying only for their own personal use as
they will, of course, already have the HyperDrive.

PROBLEM DISKS
If your disk will not copy with the straight

copier program and does not have a PDB
then you may still be in luck although you
will need to do a lot of investigation using the
facilities provided. There is full information
provided on how to go about scanning and
tracing disks and setting up special copying
modes but it is not for beginners. Experienced
users may have already backed up most of
their collection using other methods.

COMPACTING DISKS
As stated earlier certain self-booting disks

can be 'compacted' onto one disk and selected
From a menu. The term 'compact' is rather
misleading. however, since the programs arenot shortened to fit on the disk but rather are
relocated so that they can use consecutive
sectors. Quite often it is only possible to put
two programs on one disk so the usefulness
of this option is somewhat limited. Additional-
ly the programs can only be booted from a
special Hyper Drive initialised disk whichuses a rather plain menu selector.
If you have hundreds of disks that you can't
find room for this might be useful but it is
probably just as easy. and safer, to back upIndividual disks and you will also save a greatdeal of time.
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A LITTLE MORE
Right at the end of the manual is something

that is of little practical use to most owners
but something that I dreamed of a few years
ago. By using several Hyper Drives together
you can make multiple copies of a disk inabout the same time as it takes to make one
copy. The Hyper Drive software can read from
one drive while making copies to other drivesat the same time.
In the days when we were copying hundreds

of PD disks a day. how I longed for a facility
like this. Now that I have finally found out
that it is possible. so few people are buying
PD disks that it wouldn't pay to buy even one
additional Hyper Drivel

SHOULD YOU
GET ONE?

Although there are some limitations on
hacking up heavily protected software, the
answer is an unqualified yes. At the very least
you will be able to back up essential prog-
rams like Print Shop and you will find that
loading and saving files and making backups
of everyday disk is a whole lot fasten
The Hyper Drive is not difficult to install and

Its use in backing up disks which can no
longer be obtained makes it one of the most
essential enhancements In your system.
Chaos! Computers are to be congratulated in
taking the initiative to make the Hyper Drive
available once again and deserve your order,
The price is 1.30 including the software and a
free copy of MyCopyRI. Chaost Computershave an advertisement in this issue so check
It. out. •
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1DISK BONUS
Two games

from Andy Guillaume and Visionnaire Software
ALIEN ATTACK

Aliens are infesting your ship - shoot as many as possible before your three
commandos are eliminated.
The tire button starts the game. The game screen consists of a map of your ship

, at the top with alien positions shown. A menu bar shows the available options
depending on your current position on board the ship. Next is a picture of your current
room. On the left of this is the remaining ammo in each of your three commandos'
guns. On the right a heart-beat monitor shows the currently selected commando's
status. At the bottom is the commando select bar with their respective health shown
- once this reaches 0 a commando is dead.
Move the cross-hair cursor with Joystick O. On the menu or commando select bar

the FIRE button activates the choice or selects a commando. On the picture area
in-between, the FIRE button shoots your gun. By moving the cursor above the menu
bar onto the map and pressing FIRE you change to movement mode. The flashing
dot shows your commando's position. To return to F1RE/SELECT mode press the
FIRE button.
If you move near an alien return to FIRE/SELECT mode and shoot it if it appears

in your view area.
The other rooms on the ship (orange areas on the map) contain extra systems for

your use. Some will work and others not - listen for the ship generators (which MUST
be RUNNING and WORKING for the systems to work) and warning sounds which
knock-out these systems.
Its all up to you now

LIGHT CYCLES
Guess what this is! Originally written lust as a TWO player game I never got around

to speeding up the ONE player mode but you can play it. At the title screen, press
OPTION to select 1 or 2 players and press select to alter the game speed, from
1 as the slowest to 9 as the fastest. On TWO player mode you can set the game
length by the score to be reached before a player wins. Use the UP and DOWN
cursor keys to alter the "goal" score. The START key or FIRE button starts game.

These games are the BONUS on this issue's disk. If you are not a disk
subscriber you can still obtain a copy for E2•95 from NEW ATARI USER, P.O. BOX 54,
STAFFORD, 5116 1TB. Please make cheques payable to PAGE 6 PUBLISHING or

order by telephone with your Visa or Access card on 01785 241153
Page 6's New Atari User 37



I The CLASSICPD
We abandoned our shuttle in the Iffepod
and managed to slip away undetected.
The engines cut out hours ago and we
have been drifting in free space ever
since. Unless picked up soon, we will
never see Earth again. Check the compu-
ter for anything we can

SSSSSSS!
SERPENT is a Turbo BASIC clone of Data-
soft's Nibbler, A sparse yet well-presented title
screen introduces you to the six game op-
tions. There are one and two player options.
each with the ability to begin from levels 1. 6
or 11. There are twenty levels on the disk.
Press Start to begin the game and the start-

ing level is announced. Be ready with your
joystick to guide the head of the serpent - it
begins to move just after the level appears.You must move the head around the screen
and collect the segments. As soon as a seg-
ment is collected the serpent grows in length.
You will soon find yourself in control of the
bead of a very long serpent so watch that you
don't crash into yourself or block yourself in!
Do so. or hit a wall, and you will lose a life.
You begin each game with five lives so you
can afford the odd lapse of concentration.
The two player option is worth mentioning

because both players compete on the same
screen. As each serpent grows in length so it
can trap the other in between a wall. This
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with Stuart Murray

creates a very competitive and enjoyable chal-
lenge.
The graphics in Serpent are typical of many

Turbo BASIC games. They are colourful
although hazy at times. The scrolling of the
serpent is a little Jerky but certainly fast
enough to please most game players.
The presentation of the scores and remain-
ing lives, level introductions, bonus counts,
etc. plus the widespread use of sound effects
give Serpent the feeling of an arcade coin-op.
There are even power-ups on later levels
which reduce the length of your serpent, cut
off all segments or add to your score. Just
watch out for holes in the play area!
As the levels progress so the segments be-

come harder to reach, often placed in tight
passages or corners of the play area. In later
levels, walls are strategically placed to make
the player work hard for his segments! Add to
this the almost bionic speed of the serpent
and you may well end up throwing your joys-
tick against the wall before beginning
again.
Thankfully there is no time limit to each
level. The action is so fast anyway that some
levels are completed within seconds and you
simply cannot take your eyes off the play
area
Serpent is a quality title. With this standard

of public domain software the Atari 8-bit will
remain alive and kicking well into the next
century!

CLASSIC PD ZONE RATING: 82%

CLASSIC
EARLY DEMOS

This disk contains twenty eight BASIC prog-
rams selectable from a menu. Most are small
listings which can be examined and used in
your OWTI programs.
There are twenty graphics demos ranging
from spinning colours to a complete New Year
presentation of flashing lights, countdown
and fireworks. There are 31) vector graphics,
player missiles, starfields. etc. All can be lis-
ted, examined and altered as part of the
learning process of BASIC programming.Sound effects are included in some of the
graphics demos. The waterfall demo is parti-
cularly impressive as the sound roars from
your television speaker. The other programs
on the disk demonstrate music, scrolling,
joysticks, animation, etc.
This selection of BASIC programs is basically
basic! There is nothing outstanding on the

disk but with twenty eight programs there is
at least something for everyone. Consider it a
stroll in the park for your trusty 8-bit Classic
Early Demos is an interesting collection of
sector fillers, except for once the sector fillers
are the main ingredient.

CLASSIC PD ZONE RATING: 63%
The disks reviewed were:

269 - SERPENT
270 - CLASSIC EARLY DEMOS

chaos! computers
PO BOX 30 MANCHESTER M19 2DX

Telephone: (0161) 737 1946THE HYPER DRIVE
The HYPER DRIVE is an away installed hardware and softwarepackAge for the Atan MO disk drive and is available irsclui
sively from CHAOS COMPUTERS. Fitting the 1-fYPEP OPNE
recmires 110 arpecial tools or soldering and on installed ottersthe following ISSititSS:

* Improved drwe speeds - up to 400% &Ater
* Supporta Single, Dual and True Double Density* Reduction of disk drive we-ar & tear. Whole tracks arestored in thel-resER NNE.. on-board ION
* Sector Skew IS MD longer requared to obtain high-speed aswith the US Duskier
* The WPM DPIVE n  Reas4Write a whole track in thetime it takes a unenhanced 1060 to ReadAVrite a sector!
* HYPER orm Fast Write. rss system is tester than other
systems which write without vainly* The HYPEP DRIVE (Var. Iii Software Package is one of the
most advanced utility packages ever written and offers:HYPER MST DOS HYPERCOMPACTIONHYPER SECTOR COPIER stAcsogric TUTU
HYPER BACK-UP SISTEM AW11f V
14IO  
E M U L A T I O N

tS DOUBIIII EMULATION MULTI DRAM BACICUP
* The HYPER DRIVE Call be made to appear invisible to any
software which checks to ow if such a device is preaent* Will rim all existing DOS fotalats including-. Spa:lance,
Happy W,erp Speed, Mylka and other High-Speed systems* A comprehensive 21‘page installation & Operating Guide

The HYPER COVE enhancement for the Atari 1050 disk drive
is just EWAN/ and, for a limited tiTtle • includes the highly-
regarded dash duplantein system MyClopyRI 21 with full in-structions, ABSOLUTELY FREE.
PLEASE MAKE CHEOUIES4
2
.0.4 P A Y A B L E  
T O :  
P A U L  
H O L L I
N S

Page 6/New Atari UserBACK ISSUECLEARANCE
We are clearing out most of ourback issues so take this chance
NOW to complete your collection

ISSUES 31 to 67
(except Issues 32 and 35)ONLY gl

each
(postage free in UK, postage at cost overseas)
Check the order for
-
rn

with this issue
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cage scratching and searching for new
tips along came a veritable bounty

from two keen readers who want to keep The
TYpster alive and kicking. These tips are grate-
fully received and are here for your edilicatton.
Without more ado let's get on with the JCIIIIL'S
and Andy land possibly Bryan) show!

Andy Guillaume who supports us with
some excellent programs also finds time to
play games and has these tips for you.ARliANOID
Use Paddle Controllers if you can. With a
Joystick you have to wait while the bat movesfrom one side of the screen to the other. with
Paddles you just turn the dial to a particular
angle and the bat moves instantly to its new
position. After a while you get used to moving
the dial relative to the bat position, lithe ball
comes to one side and a useful pod that you
want is falling on the other, its just a matter
of returning the ball then quickly twisting
your hand on the Paddle dial to instantane-
ously (almost anyway) appear at the otherside of the screen!! I can mach the last screen
against Doh almost every game.
By the way my Paddles are the ones I got

with my 1981 VCS box set, I have only had to
replace one potentiometer, both buttons and
the other Paddle still work fine!

PHAROAH'S CURSE PASSWORDS

40

Level I SYN
Level 2 - SYNIST
Level 3 - SYNISTOPS

GET INTO THEDROPZONE
Pick up your men as soon as possible and ferry
each one back to the Base, just keep at thebottom of the screen and watch for enemies
Shooting Blunder Storms:
Lightning - look for the flash before the strike.
Rain - you can make it underneath before it
reaches the bottom if you're at full speed.
For maximum speed don't bother trying to shoot

any other enemies while moving your men. Keep
an eye on your men's positions while doing this
via the Scanner at the toot of the screen, any
Androids will appear over the meo's positions -
the Call sound and Android direction arrow help
here. Get there and destroy them as soon as
possible. If the Android gets dropped off, only go
to shoot it it you're sure you can make it before
one of your men gets killed. Otherwise, wait until
the Nemesite appears and shoot it. Try not to use
any Cloak or Smart bombs during the course of
the levels until its really necessary.
On Trailer Invasion levels, first get your men in as
before then engage Cloak and go across the area
in one direction shooting all the Spores. After
many Trailers have been released, use a Smart
bomb to kill them - do this properly and you'll get
enough points to be rewarded with another Smart
bomb virtually straight away!
If an Nemye appears you've taken too long com-

pleting the level, use Cloak first and a Smart
bomb if you fail to shoot it.
Always use the scanner to line up an enemy off
screen before you encounter it and start shooting
before you arrive. I've scored over 500,000 manytimes with no cheats at all.

More from Andy next time!
Page 6's New Atari User
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HAVE MERCENARY ON ME!
James Mathrick is a new reader and a

newcomer to The Tipster column but, boy, has
he sent in a bumper crop of tips for you to enjoy.
If they don't all fit in this issue, look out for
more from James in the future. Let's go.

MERCENARY land II
For all those who hadn't yet realised the cheese
is actually a super-fast spaceship, and will easi-
ly get you up to the colony craft. I think the
cheese occurs in the Second City, although rm
told you can fly the table in the Palyar briefing
room. There is also a hanger in the wastelands,
beyond locational sensors with a concorde in-
side, and I think that can also reach the colony
craft. Also, the novadrive is in this complex,
although you will need a couple of keys. For
absolute beginners, keys are the huge shaped
blocks left around the complexes. The spider's
web can be used as a skeleton key, although it
can only be picked up if you are in possession of
the kitchen sink (colony craft kitchen). The
kitchen sink can be used to pick up almost
anything in the game.
Most of the objects in the game can be sold to

either the Palyars or Mechanoids for money
(e.g. gold to the Exchequer, Medical Supplies to
the medical centre etc. (Anyone any idea as to
where the essential (Pepsi) 12939 supply goes?).
The aim of the game is to escape with as much
money as possible. Sell the large box to the
mechanoids, but everything else you can (in-
cluding the Mechanoid!) to the Palyars.
Shoot all the Mechanoid occupied positions.you will need the metal detector for this. When

YOU are over a Mechanoid installation, it will
change the colour of Benson's screen to blue.
When over a Palyar installation, the screen willgo green, and a red screen indicates the build-
ing is not owned by anybody. If anyone knowsthe location of the metal detector, however,please let me know
. Page 6's New Atari User

When you hold the anti-time bomb and fire at
the remains of a building, it will instantly re-build itself.
In order to start the game with all youR cre-
dits, steal the Dominion Dart, and fly back-
wards at -625 to pick off the attacking Palyar.
(This technique will work for any attacker.)
Apparently (I have not yet finished the game)

the anti-gray can be used to pick up the neutron
fuel, and the interstellar craft, so you can relo-
cate it outside the defence complex (in the
Second City), the anti-gray is supposed to be at,
location 00-00, Altitude 88013.
If you take the aerial (found in the colonycraft) to the broken comm room in the under-

ground complex, you will be offered an interga-
lactic craft to buy, and if so, you will he given a
rendezvous point.
On the edge of the City, you should see a ship
flying around - go up to it and take it for more
speed, but if you wish to board it you will have
to drop it in a hangar.
The escape craft is supposed to be at location

3-15, but I think you will need the pass to get toit.
This next tip is hearsay, but it could be worth-

while, as it tells you how to get into the author's
cheat room in the Second City!
When you start, board the Dominion Dart and

fly to a height of over 350m then level out.
Press 9 and keep > pressed until you reach a
speed of around 1781 kph.
Fire a bullet and as you fly close to it, pick it

up by pressing T. Then fly back to location
08-08 and take the object that you started the
game inside. At this point fly to any elevator,
and go underground and walk to the triangular
door. You will be able to walk straight through,
where you can have every key, get into any
hangar, out of prison, amass millions of credits,find the novadrive and the intergalactic star-There's more! Etw
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ship and escape. As with some of these tips, I
don't know whether it works, but if anyoneknows it does, or doesn't, let me know.All of the craft have different maximum
speeds. which are reached by pressing 0 and
holding > down. Here are some of the craft in
Mercenary I:

In hangar 09-05 there is a land based vehicle
In hangar "-** there is the concorde
In hangar 03-00 there is the Mechanoid Ship
In hangar 11-13 there is the cheeseAt airfield 12-13 there is a land based
vehicle
Also at hangar 81-35 there is the gold for the
exchequer and a key.

I cannot remember which game it was, but
when in the room with no exits, how do you
escape, and does it have anything to do with thetwo dots that move across the wall?
Never go into a prison, or a door marked with
a skull and crossbones, or walk off the colony
craft - you won't be killed, but you will get a bitstuck.
If you do not wish to, or cannot, pick off an

attacking craft, then land your vehicle (if it is
airborne) and press L to leave it. You will be
'killed' but you will be resurrected next to the
vehicle - it will not have been destroyed in theattack_
If you do find yourself vehicle-less during the

game, with too long a way to walk, then drop all
your objects (D), and press CNTRL-Q to quit,
and get a new craft. Then leave the new craft
and retrieve all your belongings. If you do not
do this then you will still receive a new craft,
but your objects will be scattered around.
When I started playing the game, I got slightly

confused with the elevators. For anyone else in
this situation - whilst in the underground com-
plexes, you do not need to find an elevator cage
to get back up to the surface. All you have to do
is to he anywhere in hangar and press E.
GHOSIBUSTERS
Finally from James (they'll be more next issue) is
little tip for GHOSIBUSTERS. Enter no name and
the account number 31222646 for $999,900. Has
anyone ever reached the final game?
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Bryan Zinwood knows a few more thingsabout Zork that were not in Mark Stinson*s article
last issue, so if you are still stuck, read on.
ZORK I
To go through the maze from the troll room to thegrating type -WSEU GET KEY SW UEWW NE
then use the key to open the grating
To reach the Cyclops room from the troll room viathe maze type -WSEU SW E S SE
ZORK HI
The Royal Puzzle solution tir--,Pushl

PE S S SE PS N NE PS PS E NE PW SW
NW NE PS SW PE NE PS NW N N N PE SW
S SE NE N VW NW PS PS W NW NW PS SE
SE SE NE PW PW SW PN PN PN NW U

To reach the Dungeon entrance - Drop the limber to
break the beam. Press the button to open the mirror
panel. In the box lift the short pole and push red
until the compass points north. Lower the short pole
and push mahogany until It reaches the end of thechannel. Lift the short pole and push yellow until
the compass points south. The lower the short poleand push pine.

MORE ZORK HELP NEEDED
James Math rick thanks us for the Zork hints last
Issue but is still puzzled as to how to get over therainbow. Can you shed any light on the problem?
James would also like to know if there are anycheats known for OPERATION BLOOD.

KEEP 'EM COMING!
A great big bunch of thanks to those mentioned
In this issue's Tipster and those who sent in tips
for the future Next time you could find your
name in The Tipster column but only If you sendIn a hint. tip. cheat, map or solution to your
favourite game. Write it down now, and send itto the following address

THE TIPSTER
NEW ATARI USER

P.O. BOX 54
STAFFORD ST 16 1DR

The Accessory Shop
ISSUE 75

ONLY A FEW OF THESE LEFT
DON'T MAKE USTHROW THEM AWAY!
Firstly its a waste of some good
software and, secondly, we need
the money. Help us clear the short
supply items but also keep buyingcassettes and other items we still
have in stock. You know you will
regret missing out when they are
all gone.

DISKS
GAUNTLET THE DEEPER DUNGEONS
Extend your °rival Gauntlet game
CLOSEOUT PRICE C1.00 plus 70p p&p

Only 3 copies left

BOOKS
EASY PROGRAMMING
FOR THE ATARI MICROS
The best book still available to teach you how to use
your Atari and how to wrote your own programs Gel acopy while you can
CLOSEOUT PRICE E1.00 plus E1.20 p&p

Plenty of copies left

ROMS
POLE POSITION
Everyone has heard of Pole Positron, the racing game
that inspired almost every racing game since It may bethe original and some other games may have added
Features but Pole Position still retains As clattery° attermany years One of those games that nas exactly the
right balance of game play and graphics to make it a
'classic that will lest lorever. II It is not in your collection,make amends now

CLOSEOUT PRICE £1.50 plus 70p p&p
Only 12 copies left

SUPER BREAKOUT
Breakout was the original s.mple yet totally addictivegame and this enhanced version will provide even moreaddictive fun Needs paddles
CLOSEOUT PRICE tal -00 plus 70p p&p

Only 4 copies left

CASSETTES
SILICON DREAMS
Three great adventures - SNOWBALL. RETURN TOEDEN and THE WORM IN PARADISE from Level 9
CLOSEOUT PRICE El .00 plus 90p p&p

Only 3 copies left

COLOSSUS CHESS 4
Claims to be the best chess program of all

CLOSEOUT PRICE E1.00 plus 70p p&p
Only 2 copies left
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THESE STILL AVAILABLE
DISKS DISKS

NIBBLER
Slinking through an unknown land Nibbler finds himeeit
in an iridescent world of constant change As lime grows
short his body grows longer and he risks run wig intohimself Can he survive'
, CLOSEOUT PRICE 50p plus 50p p&p
RAMPAGE
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incredibly nasty characters which bear a remarkable
resembtance to King Kong, Godzilla and Wolf-man
through an orgy of destruction in Chicago New York
and San Francisco You have 150 days of destruction in
SO different cites Time tor some revenge!CLOSEOUT PRICE C1.00 plus 70p p&p

CASSETTES
LANCELOT
Level 9 recreate the time ot wizards and the Knights of
the Round Table in a three part adventure spanning the
complete saga of the quest for the Holy Grail Superbly
researched and superbly written this text adventure is
lull of atmosphere and highly recommendedCLOSEOUT PRICE C1.00 plus 90p p&p
JUGGLE'S HOUSE
Another neat program tor 3 to 6 year olds leachin g the
concepts of inside, outside upper and lower with Jug-
gles house and toyshopCLOSEOUT PRICE £1.00 plus 70p p&pA COUPLE OF ROMS
BASIC CARTRIDGE

Some programs, especially some early public domain
programs won't run on the XL/XE but they will if you
roug in the old version of BasicCLOSEOUT PRICE £1.00 plus 70p p&p
DESIGNERS PENCIL
A new programing language that is based around the
creation of graphics screens Difficult to explain but
worth a go at this price'CLOSEOUT PRICE E1.00 plus 70p p&p

DRUID
Another classic in which, as Last of the Great Druids,
you wander through the Dungeons el Acam antor with
your mighty Golem by your side on a quest to destroy
the tour demon princes. As you delve deeper IMO the
dungeons you will find chests comaining spells of for-
miciaOle power to aid you and Pentograms of Lite which
will heal and revitalise you. Excellent graphics and su-
perb gamereay make this one of the nest arcade gamesCLOSEOUT PRICE C1.00 plus 70p p&p
II1AXWELL'S DEMON
A simple yet challenging puzzle game which will gel you
totally addicted Two games in one for double the fun

CLOSEOUT PRICE 50p plus 50p p&p

BArrAmoN COMMANDER
An exciting real-lime tactical game with you as lieute-
nant colonel in charge of an entire armoured battalion
Choose from five different scenarios from a training
rruSeiOn against a Soviet lank ballahon to lough assign-
ments against the Chinese You can adjust the relative
strengths of your forces and the opposition and choose
from 40 different maps and 5 different scenariosCLOSEOUT PRICE £1.00 plus 70p p&p

Transfer thesecassettes to disk! 11
WTRANSDISK IV

is still available
Tells you how to transfer the soft-ware shown opposite - but you can
do many more - over 300 programssuccessfully transferred!
TRANSDISK IS NOW ONLY £9.95

(previously £14.95)
AVAILABLE ONLY FROM PAGE 6

44 Page 6's New Atari User

BARGAIN CASSETTES
Your choice of

any 5 cassettes for £1.50 plus 80p p&p
any 10 cassettes for £2.00 plus Z1-20 p&p
180
Eight opponents, digitised speech, twoplayer option live joystick control, luNmaiceplay sconng, supere plat/ability
BOMB FUSION
A terrorel gang has planted bombs in

, the Nuclear Promising Plant and youhave to go in to save the plant
DESPATCH RIDER v'
,0111 the growing band of Meat demonswho terrify the population of the big
cries to get the parcels through.
FEUD
you must "out-spele your rival WizardTread carefully as strange things can
happen ft Wes game of magic
FOOTBALL MANAGER
Everything you might want in a man-agerial simulation Fat too many fea-tures to describe, but you won't be de.-apeointed
GHOSTBUSTERS v"
At this very moment hundreds of ghosts
are makalig their way to the infamousspook central Only you can save theworld from disaster
GUN LAW
Four months of bloody alien altaors
have taken their loll You are left to fightalone against ruthless and bloodthirstykaers with just a angle machine gun
HENRY'S HOUSE/
Late Henry has shrunk and must navi-gate his way through the royal house-hold to find the one. Voted one of the
all time great garnes
INVASION
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le This all action space conflict re-
ones skill strategy and tactics
KIKSTART
The ultimate ottroad motortake scram-
ble. Guide your rider over the obstacles
n this great game for I or 2 players

LOS ANGELES SWAT /
Rescue the hostages from the terronst
gangs holding out in West L A Cleanup the streets Blow away the bad guys
MASTER CHESS
An excellent chess emulation with all
the comae moves, various openings, infact everything to keep you challenged
MILK RACE v. "
Cycling 1 003 miles is no mean haat -and you could end up feeling prettyexhausted by the time you Ye finished
MR DIG
An old favours° in which kir Dig has todig for hidden food supplies in the
'Meanie' terrsory berow ground.
NINJA
Blasts the bee off all Other mania] arts
gamest It says on the inlay' Someonesure reckons the is the best punching,
kicking, ducking and diving game of allON CUE
A challengag real lii. simulation whichcombines Poci and Snooker on the
same cassette An absokee must for
both enthusiasts and beginners alike
PANTHER
Save the last humans on Xenon Take
your ground anack shp through this 3Cscrolling mega shoot-ern-up with greatgraphics and unbelievable soundtrack
PENGON
Oen you save Penguin Wite from theferocious mutant sea loons'
) S t u n  
t h e m
by knocking them against the walls orcnah them with sliding ice blocks
PLASTRON
Take your place in a small band of
pirates out to steal lossii fuels from the
biggest corporation in the galaxy
PROTECTOR
Assigned to the US Army Helicopter
Training School your aim is to becomethe best ch0000r pilot in the West

REVENGE II
The Mutated 90 too( high, laser spittingdeath camels have rebelled againsttheir captors the byararis and are out
for revenge' A Jell Minter classic
ROCKFORD 1 /
-The only true arcade version of the
classic game Boulderdash Explore 4levee on each of 5 dillerent worlds
SIDEWINDER II
It a 27 years since the final battle of thewar with the aeons Al this a about to
change Step aboard your craft to de-fend mankind in this space blast
SPEED HAWK
Defend the ring worlds of your solarsystem from space pirates Anotreethe grow soace games

SPEED ZONE
Enter the Speedz one in a frantic de-
fence against alien forces A surveyshp comes wilder anack and your'Starf ire' class attack craft is launched
STAR RAIDERS %/'
What more can be said Probably thehest computer garne in the world - overt
TAIL OF BETA LYRAE %/'
Our AZ of Atari Software series says'The ultimate 'Scramble clone with &u-
pset) graphics and music '
TWILIGHT WORLD./
Equpped with the latest in anti-gravitypods and Laser weaponry, battle yourway through each of eleven dungeons
UNIVERSAL HERO,
Only seven seconds left to save the
planet! Unrversal Hero has to save ha
skin and everybody else's by findingtits to repair a shutee

TRANSDISK IV
shows you how totransfer these to disk!

ORDER ITEMS FROM THE ACCESSORY SHOP WITH THE ORDER FORM
ENCLOSED WITH THIS ISSUE OR WRITE TO

PAGE 6, P.O. BOX 54, STAFFORD, Sri 6 1DR
TELEPHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED ON 01785 241153 USING ACCESS OR VISA
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ram Letterhead designer, which is
available from the Page 6 PD library,

to design you own letterheads. Although this
Is a great program you do have to, either print
out a stock of letterheads. or else use Letter-
head Designer to print out your headed paper
and then feed it through the printer again
when you compose your letter. Wouldn't it be
nice if you could just use your word processor
to print it all in one go? Now you can!

SWAP is a Turbo basic program. the purposeof which is to convert "LIED" files from P.
Kirton's Letterhead Designer into files which
will print correctly from TextPro 4.0. The file
suffix .HED is replaced by .I-1DR to avoidconfusion.

LETTERHEAD USERS
Check out the new PD disks this issue for some
great news. Reader Brian Arnold has labohous-
ly converted almost 500 Pant Shop icons for
use with Letterhead Designer. These are avail-able on FOUR DOUBLE SIDED ENHANCED
DENSITY DISKS, You will be spoilt for choice!
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CONVERT
TO TEXTPRO
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Mike Fuller presents a
useful utility to useletterheads created
with the excellent
Letterhead Designer
directly with TextPro

The SWAP menu offers just two functions,Load and Save:
Load Letterhead: From the directory of
HED files displayed. select the file for conver-sion. The file is loaded and converted after
which control is returned to the menu.
Save Letterhead: Prompts for a file name
and then appends the HDR suffix when
saving.
With just these two functions it is easy to

save more than one copy of the 11DR file.

SOME PROBLEMS
Unfortunately the program is not foolproof.

This is because over one hundred codes per
line may need to be replaced with TextPro
friendly printer codes. TextPm cannot, to the
best of my knowledge, support that many.
However, it is unlikely that the fifty or socodes available will all be used on one line, so
to get the best probability of error free func-
tion, the program resets the codes at everyline. The demonstration letterhead uses twen-
ty-nine codes for the third line, which is the
highest number of codes on one line I have
come across to date,
The other minor problem is that the under-
line option seems to hit a snag with TextPm.

A small 'glitch' appears at the centre of the
line when a code "10" (line feed) is sent. This
is because in the graphic mode the printer
requires some five hundred columns, which
TextPro cannot support_ so TextPm throws in
a line feed, that is. a "10" is sent when the
line needs a "24". To get over this, the prog-
ram incorporates a narrower line constructed
from the Epson character "196" so you just
get a thinner, but glitch-free. line.

MATCHING
YOUR PRINTER

If you find that CHRS(196) on your printer
does not produce a line or you require some-
thing bolder or prettier, check you printer
manual for a suitable replacement and re-
place the code ''196" in the TextPro file. This
is near the end of the letterhead data (docu-
ment page 1, line 14) where two lines of in-
verse I's are preceded immediately by a short
set of embedded commands ending in: (in-
verse) 1=196 Change this instruction to (In-
verse) I ="your number". To verify that youhave line 14. use TextPro function "CONTROL
W" which displays the page and line numbers
at the top of the screen.
Alternatively, list line 3310 of "SWAP
- a n dreplace the number 196 at the end of the line.

with the CHRS number of your choice: then
save the program. This will place your prefer-
red code in every underlined letterhead (HDR)
file. Remember the program is in Turbo basic
so make sure you boot up Turbo basic first!
Epson users (I use an LQ 100) may find that

CHRS (205) gives a good effect: this code pro-
duces two close, thin. lines. Alternatively.
CHRS (95) produces a single fine line. These
codes are drawn from the "PC 437 (USA, stan-
dard Europe)" character table.

Page 6's New Atari User

PRACTICAL USE
So, what is the purpose of all this? Well, with

your letterhead as a TextPro file, you can
print headed letters without having to go back
to Letterhead Designer first_ This is particu-
larly useful If your letter is more than one
page in length as you will not experience the
paging problems associated with printing
From part-way down the page. Furthermore,
printing additional copies could not be easier.

DUE CREDIT
Now an admission, I cannot claim full credit

for this program as at least half of it has been
adapted from P. Kirtorfs original Letterhead
Designer program. However, it was me who
did the donkey-work of comparing files,
sweating over HEX dumps, and writing the
routines needed to accomplish the file conver-
sions. Many thanks to P. Kirton. may I, one
day. meet him to say so in person.
Well what are you waiting for? Get typing!
ANY PROBLEMS?

Write to me, Mike Fuller.
c/o 59 Corporation St.. Stafford ST16 3LTbetween October and June

or
4 Whitehouse Cottages, Sot's hole Bank,
Holbeach St. Matthew. Spalding PE12 SEJ

between July and September
Sorry about the funny address periods. it's

the price of being a full-time student,
The SWAP program is on this issue'sdisk and is also available as a TYPO
coded type-in listing for those whowant it. Check the inside back cover
for details of how to obtain the listing.
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Features
and CDP[INDONSTOOLS OR TOYS?
In this article, writ-
ten some time ago,
Doug Brock explores
how far home compu-
ters and the industryshould evolve. Some
things have changed
in the past few yearsbut could it be even
better?
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source of entertainment in your home
- the only electronic marvel - was the

valve radio in the living room? Or perhaps you
recall when all cars had starting handles? Or
when delivery men used horses and carts?
You may claim to not actually remember such
things. but the point is. they are not that far
back in history at all, and already we have
lap-top publishing! Wow! But is technology
dragging its feet?

NOT YOUR CHOICE
When Marconi was a lad, he wasn't distrac-

ted by whether or not to standardise hismusic collection on to CD or LP or DAT. He
had a bright idea and simply turned the in-
vention into hardware and profit. Nowadays
the dusty. forgotten shelves of bought-out pa-
tents are one thousand times as full of bright
Ideas as the high street stores are. What wehave available to us on the electronics con-
sumer market is as *controlled' and fickle as
the BBC Radio 1 play-list. A long time ago
someone was hailed as a hero by business-
men for dreaming up the floppy disk drive,
and a million home computer users cheered
and threw away their cassette recorders, but
one day mechanical disk drives will be as
obsolete as solar powered torches.
The philosophical overview may be that at
least we have made amazing advances since
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the Spinning Jenny and that we should all be
nappy and satisfied. However, the multitude
of computer formats and general architecture
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like soap powders. a new breed of computer
comes along. The manufacturers already have
new models in the pipeline, which could take
this one to the cleaners and back - twice, but
the market is milked to the full and then the
newer model is launched - ad infinitum.

REAL NEEDS!
The 'old' Atari 800XL still works well, and
many people are still happily playing games
and doing the household accounts on therm
and they know that a PC and hard disk couldalso make the tea, but even so. at the other
end of the scale even Sperty-Univax machines
are becoming obsolete, relative to their chang-
ing allotted task.
CD Roins will probably go the same way even
though they are only Just becoming widely
accepted. Already manufacturers are talking
about organic memories, optic memories and
ultra low power solid state memories, and
possibly they will one day arrive in our shops,
only to be outmoded by the disposable com-
puter, free with a packet of Corn Flakes!
So what actual needs do home computers

have to satisfy? There is certainly not a need
for a green screen. dicky keyboard. mouse.
dedicated company database, maintenance
contract and viruses is there? A few people do
play games on them don't they? But that's a
little like buying a Rolls Royce Just for the
vanity mirror! So as things stand what arethey f
or
?
Of course a home computer can be a hobby

in itself, There need be no end product. A
borne computist can play games, write the

odd program, and run one or two serious
programs like finance and budgeting, and
there's no shame in that but the use of com-
puters in the home has really stagnated intothose two main areas.

THE STANDARD MODEL
Mention 'computer' to a reasonable man in

the streetand he'll think of a screen, a
keyboard, and his kids zapping aliens. Onreflection, he'll mention the 'black-box' in his
car and they have computers on planes as
well don't they?
Look in the Exchange and Mart and you willfind what the motor trade call 'bolt-on-

goodies', ranging from chrome rocker covers
to hub caps. to racing cams, wide wheels and
door panels. Now. for some reason, everything
In the computer trade has to be a "user friend-
ly peripheral' and, of course, you are no-one
without your RS232C cable! But, look in Ex-
change and Mart under flome Computers and
you'll find a really limited scope. It is a smallmarket.
Home computing is perhaps a little like CB

radio in one major respect. It is a slightly
perishable consumer leisure market Unlike
businesses, home computer customers main-
ly buy home computers because they want
one. if they upgrade, it's because they want
to, not because they need to. The same is
generally true of most electronic home con-sumables calculators. camcorders,
alarm clocks etc. Therefore you can't rely on
natural changes in the market producing a
continuing demand, A farmer could wear out
one tractor a year. but a humble spade canlast a man-in-the-street a lifetime. Therefore.
do you inflate the price of spades, or do you
constantly remind the man that this new de
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sign of spade is so much better, or perhaps
convince him to buy a rotovator which he
doesn't really need. Or does he?

BUT YOU HAVE
THE POWER

lithe average home computer buff took time
out to consider what advantages could be
gained from a real computer doing real Jobs
around the house, then the world of computer
supply and demand might change out of all
recognition. At the moment two or three main
manufacturers graciously make available
some gaudy boxes containing what they think
home computers should be and, whilst people
Just drool and buy them, that's what will
always happen.
In an age where we have finally learned that

telephone wires are slow, noisy and expen-sive. and that satellites are faster and much
better, we have learned that with the right
rip-off, monopolistic marketing. satellites can
still be as expensive. It seems incredible that
the home buffs are still typing programs in
from magazine pages instead of downloading
via satellite but modems and phone bills are
expensive and this is such a shame for the
home user because communicating with
other computers is a whole new world.
If manufacturers of CB and computers amal-

gamated their resources and produced a
range of compatible items then a fair com-
promise world of effective and cheap data
transmission could begin. I iome computers
modemed onto airwaves could allow anything
from chess games across a housing estate to
message relaying across Europe by public
spirited colleagues, providing repeater facili-
ties.
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Bolt on goodies for computer could even in-
clude car servicing/diagnostic programs and
hardware. A simple black box which connects
to a computer and to the cars diagnostic
socket would be useful, fun and probably
profitable for a firm with the courage to makethem.

THE EDUCATION MYTH
Lots of people will say they use their compu-ters for 'education' but what about real edu-

cational packages. GREER's GCE '0' Level
Maths for example is available as a book but
not on a disk. As software in a computer. with
search facility, as student could find all refer-
ences to, for example. quadratics. in a flash.
Workings and answers could be checked con-
temporaneously against the model results.
Simple analysis routines could give advice
and identify common error-trends for a parti-
cular user. A book can't do this!
Even a 'real' 32 bit computer with two or

three fairly future-proof. really big hard disk
drives could provide a teal font of knowledge
for the family. To ensure sales of sufficient
number, it would have to be far cheaper than
any available today. and real mass production
could do it. Any number of terminals couldaccess it and one time, standard disks would
contain the Encyclopaedia Britannica, Webs-
ter's Dictionary, the unified history of the
world, all updated each day by a binary coded
'beep' from a satellite service received byradio. Also MSF or DCF77 would be received
and the decoded atomic date/time signals
would thus keep pace automatically with BST
and GMT. Such computers would never
actually be unplugged. their lowest state
being 'standby'. All clocks in the house (sup-
plied by the manufacturers with an interface

socket) would be driven by the home compu-
ter. Houses would be built with parallelled
computer sockets in each room.
Birthdays and anniversaries could be written
in and be announced as they become immi-
nent. The knowledge contained in such
machines need not be 'peripheral' or scant.
The database could be as good for business
as for the home. All common knowledge con-
cerning everything from gardening to plumb-
ing, to rock climbing, to astronomy. More de-
tailed versions of particular subjects could be
available from stores. The world of games
might change a little!

RUN THE HOUSE
A household could connect a number of
security devices to an interface and, of
course, the machine would then look after the
house, requesting and announcing informa-
tion about the day to day running of thesame.
By the time such machines were on the

market, some manufacturers would of course
have made interfaces for the gas, electricity
and phone utilities, sampling and measuring
consumption rates and trends. One day, evenkitchen cookers will either have interfaces or
have computers in them. To date all they've
had is an on/off timer! Of course, the same
home computer could be interfaced to the hot
water and central heating and sensors over
the house would keep tabs on efficiency etc.
A terminal in the kitchen for updating the

larder inventory and printing an up to date
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Inventories are only as accurate as the userprovided data but there has to be a limit
somewhere. Another interface or a discrete
computer device could be installed in the

bathroom. Fixed to the taps. it would sample
the miming of the ideal bath volumes and
temperatures for all family members and it
would then run ideal baths again and again.
It could even cope with the kids' train seL
forecast financial hiccups. keep separate and
secure diaries for all the family, ring up the
bank to check things now and then. automa-
tically order flowers for birthdays, and cancel
the papers for the holidays!

IT'S MOVING FAST
This technology is available today and is

obsolete as I write. And yet there will be those
who think that it's pie-in-the-sky. Far from it
Many homes have more than one TV. so why
not more than one computer. One in the gar-
age connected to the family car's pressure
points and running a software workshop
manual could make car servicing fun, accu-
rate, simpler and quicker. Already large fleet
owners 'sample' the vibrations in their en-
gines on a weeldy basis and print a spectrum
of peaks. If the trace begins to alter signifi-
cantly. then trouble may be looming. The DIY
owner could obviously do the same.

IT'S NOT HAPPENING
The fact is that already in this age of compu-ters. both user and manufacturer have been

brain-washed and pigeon-holed, Computers
apparently have to be computer-shaped, and
home computists have to either play games.
write Baste programs (even both) and all
home computers have to be 'owner onlydriver'.
In the big scheme of things we have gone
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from pencil and paper to microprocessors
within living memory and the graph curve
seems to be exponential. so the advance-
ments made in the next few years should far
exceed those made in the last few. Something.
however, seems to be slowing It all down -
commercialisation. You limit what is available
until everyone has got one and then you make
It obsolete again and again.

GETTING NOSTALGIC!
In comparison with what could and should

be in the average household. the PC is an
anti-magnetic compass and the 800XL a
clockwork bicycle lamp! I wrote this on an
8.00XL however, fighting off the well known
Word Processing bugs in the Mini Office II
adventure game. It's a nice little keyboard,
and while it still works I remain quite
attached to it - we've been through a lot
together. But isn't this incredible, already
there is nostalgia in this 'new' world of com-
puters. people reluctant and resistant to
change. Technology has to wait whilst people
first believe the concept. then accept the ex-
istence. then wait until someone else buys
one (whatever it is). then buy the *improved'
version for the kids at Christmas, only to be
gob-smacked in January when the new model
Is introduced. Technology waits on the resear-chers shelves because what matters at the
end of the day is profit - not computers.

DEALERS IN CONTROL
The motor car world has clearly defined de-
marcations. Autocar magazine is for peoplewho like to look at, drool over, and read about
52 P a g e  6's New Atari User

new cars. Classic Car is for nostalgists who
want to restore older ears in preference to this'modern rubbish'. Practical Car Mechanics is
for those who have to. or want to mend or
improve their own car. The workshop manualis for the serious mechanic who makes his
living from repairing cars, The computer
world has not yet developed this far,
Computer magazines are mostly for people

who want to write and read about games.
games and more games and for people who
want to read and write beginners' guides to
reading magazines about the machine code in
magazines games. There is no equivalent
'mechanics' magazine because the industry is
still too busy ripping off 'users' by insisting
that only very clever franchised dealers can
mend computers. Na nostalgia/ restoration
magazines yet either - old computers never
die, their owners just buy a PC. Has anyone
out there got any Idea where to get a work-
shop manual for their computer. disk drive or
printer? Will the day ever dawn when your
dealer will look up a part for you and 'get it
for next Tuesday' - just like a head gasket for
your 1959 Mini?
Software pop-up menus, and calculators are

a bigger joke/ Why should a computer onlyhave the ONE screen? A standard format
could be at least two main screens of the
same size, and three little screens down each
side, each with a number of keypads and
essential control keys. Then, calculators.
clocks and menus could always be displayed
and controlled by only slightly different soft-
ware and architecture. It is surprising also
that not many computers have more than the
odd 'power' LED. The Hi-Fi and Video world
have millions of flashing lights and it would
be nice to see a few indications of what was
going on inside your computer. what the prin-
ter port was doing, how the CPU talks to theRS232 etc.

Modems, complete with phone and dial: pad,
-rv modulator. ROB out. video out. RS232,
MIDI, real-world mains switches, TrL BCD
in/out clocks and a discrete calculator could
ALI, be built in as standard equipment or be
available as plug-in options on all computers.
In cars we take so much more for granted
now - we just wouldn't accept 5 wheels and
tyres to be an optional extra/ The onboard
computers in some cars put the 800XL toshame!
Home printers are noisy and a lot can't cope

with envelopes, and labels are a pain. Consid-
er that standard pin-matrix 'moving' head.
Very simple but very noisy. With a little re-
search and development a stationary head at
least one whole line wide could be developed.
Cheaper than a laser and up to 135 times
quicker! Disk drives are improving but no-
thing like the way IV sets, video cameras or
cars have done in the same time span.
If manufacturers and users alike just woke

up to what a good computer and a good real-world interface with some inventive software
can do - not just games and painting screens
with electronic tartan - then maybe more
good computers lkould be available and more
people would buy them. Then we would need
a parts and accessories and repair service at
least equal to a BMW dealership and this may
be a beginning.

COMPUTERS FOR
EVERY NEED

Next should come computers that gifted
amateurs Want. Electronic hobbyists would
love a machine that could display a digital
s
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screen whilst printing voltages on another.
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and drawing the circuit on yet another.
Thell//audio servicing industry would like
computer controlled/sampled dummy substi-tute circuit boards which could mimic sus-
pect boards. This would keep a small hard-
ware/software firm in business, but only if
new generations of computers have more im-
aginative access to outside hardware. What
about a 'Meccano' kit of motors, servos and
girders etc.. complete with software, for
various popular computers for instance?
Schools would buy them and with the right
hardware and interfacing the physical resulthas no theoretical limit.

WE'RE WASTING TIME
Sir Isaac Newton once spoke of himself as

having been as a small boy wasting time play-
ing on the beach with shells and pebbleswhile the main task - the ocean of truth and
all its tides, motions and secrets - was there
'undiscovered' before him. This is where the
computer industry is now, the final destiny of
home computing cannot be foretold now but
surely there is more to life than SpaceInvaders?
At the time of %tinting some manufacturers

do indeed offer more than a bog standard
computer. The overriding point must be that
in the whole computer field, prices must drop
across the board and more and more acces-
sories must be available, again at reasonable
prices. The home computer market should be
a buoyant and healthy supply and demand
market and cease to be the closed-shop rip of]
that it is. •

if you have feelings on the figure of home
computing why not write to Mailbag?
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geography program for
your ST then check out

ST GLOBE, a complete
geography package originallreleased in French but now
almost completely translated
by the author himself.ST Globe features 23 colour-
coded maps which can be
pulled up from an easy to usc
menu system. The maps in-
clude a comprehensive world
atlas, earth geography inter-
national organisations, lan-
guages. religions, colonies
and vegetation. Each is nicely
drawn and labelled.
Data is available on each

country (capital, money. sur-
face. population, language,
etc.) and graphical compari-
sons can be made with any of
up to ten countries. You can

byStuart
Murray
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even get the program to iden-
tify the location of a countryon the world atlas. A data-
base option is included which
lists off all the stored statis-
tics. The Big Cities menu
gives information on many of
the worlds' major cities. Fin-
ally. a quiz game is available
to test you on capitals and
countries.
ST Globe is a superior edu-

cational package_ There is an
excellent title picture and
presentation is generally
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good throughout. Unfortun-
ately, some of the more de-
tailed maps are difficult to
read ton my 14
- T V  
a n y w a
y ! ) .

This is a shareware version
so around 20% of the options
are disabled. However, you
can still cruise around most
of the world from the comfort
of your own office chair
(comfort!?).
The major factor with any
geography program is the
year it was written. Obvious-
ly, information in this field
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can date rapidly. Thankfully.
this version of ST Globe
(7.06) was written in 1994
and as such is pretty much
up to date. There are a few
oversights and some changes
Lo the maps but nothing to
make you reach for the off
switch. Anyway. by sending
1.5 to the author you get the
latest version with all options
enabled. He even offers a
disk-for-disk swap if you
send him a list of your PDsoftware.
having been translated fromthe French version there are

a few words which slipped
through the net. e.g. Edin-
burgh is titled "Edimbourg'
but everything remains easy
to follow_ There are 1/2MB
and 1MB versions on the
disk so the program is acces
-sible to anyone who owns a
decent computer.
Get your hands on Si' Globe

and your old outdated atlas
can gather dust on the book
-
shelf

MEDIEVAL CHESS (1MB
required) is an arcade versionof chess. Most of the rules of
chess apply although some
have been changed, e.g.
check-mate does not apply.
The objective of Medieval
Chess is to defeat the King in
combat!
Upon loading, the game

board appears and a scroll
opens. It is here that you set
the game options: number of
players, colour of opponent
and difficulty of computer.
When the game options havebeen selected battle com-
mences! You move your
pieces with the aid of a cur-
sor. They then walk to the
desired square. If you wish to

ST984 ST GLOBE
ST990 MEDIEVAL CHESS
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BOARD
BATTLES!

take one of your opponents'
pieces you must first defeat itin battle. Here the screen
changes to a battlefield where
both pieces fight to the death.
Different pieces have diffe-
rent weapons, speed,
strength. damage capacity,
etc. so choose your battles
wisely.
The bckard and pieces are
well drawn but everything is
very 'blue'. It takes a while to
get used to the design of the
pieces_ Animation is jerky onboth the board and battle-
field. This is a pity because
all other aspects of the game-
play are well designed. Digi-tized sound effects are used
everywhere and create the
atmosphere of medievalwarfare.
Medieval Chess successfully

bridges the gap between
strategy and arcade action
and makes a nice change.

ROUNDUP RATINGS:
87%
74
13
/o
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JOURNEYINTOCYBERSPACE
John S Davison
tackles the
Internet in an
ultimate quest
for the fabled
Information
Superhighway
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cyberspace is to find out how you get
your hands on the millions of files

stored all over the Internet - files which con-
tain data or programs on almost any subject
imaginable. The good news is, they're free to
anyone for the asking.
The bad news is, I've not been able to gain
access to the required Internet file retrieval
functions (known as File Transfer Protocol, or
simply MT) from my Atari systems. I thought
CompuServe would be able to provide an
ASCII interface as they do with some other
Internet applications, but when I dialled in
from my ST I was told I could only access FTP
via CompuServe's own PC or Apple Macintoshbased software,
I've heard that service provider Demon Inter-

net (call 0181-371-1234 for details) can sup-
ply a suitable ST software package that hand-
les FTP, but to get it you have to sign up with
them for Internet access. so I wasn't able to
try this. This article is therefore based on my
experience gained using a PC rather than an
Atari, and is provided for completeness in our
coverage of Internet applications. if anyone
reading this has experience of using FTP from
any Atari machine please contact me at the
e-mail address shown at the end of this
article.

ANY COMPUTER
ANYWHERE

The FTP program may be a stand-alone
program, or a function incorporated into
another Internet application program. Basic-
ally. FTP provides a method of downloading
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files from a remote system to your machine
via the Internet. It doesn't matter where the
remote system is - it can be anywhere in the
world. The make and type of computer aren't
important either - the remote system doesn't
have to be the same as yours. As long as you
and it are both attached to the Internet you
can perform a file transfer,
Thousands of organisations. institutions.
companies, and even individuals around the
world choose to set up their computers as
-
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interested in accessing them. I guess this
originally started way back when the mainusers of the Internet were universities - it was
a fairly painless way of making research pap-ers available to others in their academic com-
munity. Nowadays, it's not just academic
material sitting out there. Name a topic and
you'll find at least one file on it somewhere.
Files can contain virtually any type of mate-
rial - if you can store it on a computer you'll
find it on an FIT site somewhere - text,
graphics, photographic images, MIDI files,
sampled music, tide°. program code - it's allout there somewhere. It includes lots of
shareware and public domain software too, so
it's like having free access to the world's big-
gest public domain library. There is a tiny
problemettr though - how do you locate
"somewhere"? I low do you find out where tolook for a file if there are thousands of PTP
sites containing millions of files scattered all

1____
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One Way to start is to buy one of the many
Internet books or magazines now widely avail-
able and look up topics and associated FIT
sites in the catalogue they often include. You
can then key the site address into your FTP
program and go straight to it. When you get
there you'll have to log in, normally by using
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the id of "anonymous" and giving your e-mail
address as the password. For obvious reasons
this type of site is known as an "anonymous
MP site". which basically means it's open to
the public. Some sites are private, so you
have to be a registered user to get in. Access
here involves the use of a personalised id and
password, issued by the owner of the site.
Companies often have their own private FM
sites, with access restricted to its employees
only. Often these are on the companies' own
private networks too, so aren't even reachable
via the public Internet.

ASK ARCHIE
There are various tools available on the In-
ternet to help you locate files. One is called
"Archie". which is supposed to be an index to
all FTP files in the Internet. There are a num-
ber of Archie servers around the world, and
each night between them they index one thir-
tieth of the FIT files on the Internet (don't ask
me howl), so in a month the whole Internet
has been covered. You can access an Archie
server and search for a file (by name or part
name) and it will tell you where matching files
are located. There's also a keyword database
which works with this, allowing you to search
by topic.
However, for various reasons not all FIT

sites are covered by Archie. and the keyword
database isn't as good as it might be. There's
a UK Archie server at Imperial College in
London. and you can use it via e-mail or log
into it directly using "telnet" (the standard
Internet way of logging into a remote machine
from your own). Send an e-mail message toarchleCdoe.ie.acalk and it will e-mail details
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back to you on how to use IL Alternatively.
you can telnet into archie.cloc.icac.uk and
control the search directly. You can even get
to It via the World Wide Web at http:/
isrealloe le.ac.uk/-arehiplexfortahtml.
Note - we'll be covering telnet and World Wide
Web in a later article.
Another tool is 'Gopher". This was designed

by the University of Minnesota as an easily
used tool for locating files on the Internet,
and is so called because it "goes for" informa-
tion you request. The university's football
team are also called the Gophers. anotherreason for the choice of name. As with Archie
there are a series of Gopher servers attached
to the Internet_ You can access a Gopher via a
separate Gopher client program running on
your system, or directly via telnet, or possibly
via one of the service providers. You navigate
through "gopherspace" using a series of
menus, some of which may transfer you from
the current server to other Gopher servers.
Searching through all the menus can be a bit
tedious so an additional tool has been added
to search through all the gophers for you.
This is known as Veronica (Very Easy Rodent
Oriented Netwide Index to Computer Arc-
hives) - in reality Ill bet this was really named
after someone's girlfriend.

FTP VIA
COMPUSERVE

My way into Frp is via CompuServe using
their own WinCIM software on my PC. This
allows you to dial in. then quickly navigate tothe FTP section with a few mouse clicks. Once
there you can select from a number of popu-
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lar FTP sites CompuServe have already listed
(e.g. IBM. Apple. Microsoft. Sun) and go
straight to them. Or, if you know the address
of another specific site you can key it in and
the software will connect you to it. Once
there, it's a case of exploring the directory
structure you're presented with - it's just like
navigating round the directories on your own
disks. If you find files you want to download
you just click on them to mark them forretrieval, then click on the retrieve button and
wait for them to download to your own sys-
tem. It's easy - with the right software. To
help with searching you can also get easy
access to the University of Minnesota's
Gopher server via CompuServe's telnet
facility.
In some ways all this is becoming outdated

now, as many of the functions seem to have
been taken over by the World Wide Web
(WWW). the "killer" Internet application which
is fuelling the current explosive growth in
Internet usage. Several of the items we've co-vered in this article are accessible via the
WWW, and the software functions are usually
integrated together in the WWW browser soft-
ware you run on your system. WWW is a big
topic in its own right. so cover it in its own
article later.

NASTY ACCIDENT!
In this issue I was planning to publish a listof names and e-mail addresses of NAU read-

ers who've contacted me via the Internet and
would like to communicate via e-mail with
other NAU readers. However, a nasty accident
occurred on my PC recently. which has tem-
porarily delayed this. The story also carries a
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I recently had a well known company up-
grade my PC with an additional one gigabyteh
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ntally" destroyed my original C: drive, effec-
tively wiping out half a gigabyte of software
and data. Was I pleased! Luckily I'd taken
recent backups of all the critical data (or so I
thought). and still had the original disks for
all the software. I spent ages rebuilding the
system from these, but when it was all up and
running again I discovered I'd forgotten to
back up two essential data files - my e-mail
address book and message archive. When
people contact me via e-mail their address
goes straight into the address book, and I
don't keep a separate hard copy. Unfortunate-
ly, the message archive containing the origin-
al messages with the addresses on them was
also gone, so I couldn't even retrieve them
from there. Over 150 addresses lost!
Arrggghhh!!!!
I eventually found an earlier version of theaddress book on an older PC I still have, so I

managed to retrieve about half of the entries,
but the rest are gone. The point of telling you
all this is that my NAU contacts were amongst
those lost, so would all you good folk outthere who've c-mailed me over the last few
months (Ann O'Driscoll. John Young, Bryan
Zillwood. Joel Goodwin, amongst others)
PLEASE get in touch again soon so I can
include you in the list. Also, I'd welcome e-
mail from anyone else who's not been in
touch yet. My Internet e-mail address is
1 0
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TheST PD
LIBRARY

We have now stopped updating our ST
library as demand dropped off to such
an extent that it did not pay us to
post out regular updates but there is
good news. We are not dropping the
library and have
OVER 1,000 disks available

at Just

each

1
plus Ll per order postage

We no longer have the full printed
catalogue available but we can send
you a full list of titles and the most
recent updates which describe the last
couple of hundred disks. Give us a
ring or write if you want them.

PAGE 6, P.O. Box 54,
Stafford, ST16 1DR
Tel. 01785 241153
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TURBOPDC HIC256 COLORSCIES
Following on from
his 128 colour
routines last issue
Andy Guillaume
shows how to use the
full 256 colour
pallette
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to create the famous 256 colour
screen used in programs such as

Terhnicolour Dream.
We begin by setting up a Graphics mode 9

screen. A DLI is set at the top of the screen
which. using GPRIOR (623) and PRIOR
(53275). sets Graphics mode 9 (16 shades)
and Graphics mode 11(16 colours) on alter-
nate lines down the entire screen height. A
Pseudo-Colour (PC) is then created by plotting
a pixel of the required Colour on one of the
colour lines and a pixel of the required Lumi-
nance on the subsequent luminance line.
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This fools the eye into thinking the pixels
merge and you see the PC rather than the
individual colour and luminance pixels.
Have a look at the DL1 code to see how this

works. GT1A modes can be set using the top 3
bits of OPRIOR. GPRIOR is EOR'ed with 128
every scan line causing the switch in graphics
mode. X is incremented and the routine loops
until all the lines are used.
The colours and luminances both range from
0 to 15 so this gives 16°16 = 256 colours. A
PC is within the range 0-255. the colour num-
ber to plot is thus PC DIV 16 and the lumi-
nance to plot is PC MOD 16, The colour lines
range from 0-191 in steps of 2. and the lumi-
nance lines from 1-190 in steps of 2. Ibis
gives a resolution of 80 across by 96 (192/92)
down.
To plot a given PC use the above formulas towork out the Colour and Luminance num-

bers, then multiply your Y position (0-95) by 2
to give the correct screen line. Plot a pixel of
COLOR colour. On the next line (Y+1) plot a
pixel of COLOR luminance.

RUNNING THE PROGRAM
Type in and save the main program
(rFs.BAS), This is the core routine and sets
everything up. The DLI code is POKEd in and
the screen and DI- set up. The two demo

•

EX 1 REM 1100011000000001000111010010110
v0 2 REM 8 256 COLOUR SCREEN N
SG 3 REM I b y  Andy Guillaume N
He 4 REM 8 - - - -
MF 5 REM 8 NEW ATARI USER - JAN 1996 0
Fc 6 REM 0000110111110001010001100011100
NM 7 REM
FE 10 REM  Setup DLI
NO 28 DL1=1536
SH 38 IF PEEK(DL1)=72 THEN 70
ME'48 FOR A=8 TO 22:READ B:POKE DLIf11,8:NEXT A
VX 50 DATA 7 2
1
1 3 8
1
7 2 , 1 6 2
,
1 9 2 , 1 7
3 , 1 1 1 , 2
, 7 3

, 1 2 8
1
1 4 1
1
1 8 , 2
1 2 , 1
4 1
1
2 7
1
2 8 8
1
2 0 2
1
2 1 8 ,
2 4 5

,184,I78,184,64
KK 68 REM  Setup Screen
01 78 GRAPHICS 9
LG 88 S1WOPEEK(88):DL=OPEE1(568)
ZU 90 POKE DIA2,248
SP 118 POKE 512
1
DLI :POK
E 
5 4 2 8 6
1
1 9 2

The Set-up routine

programs show how to use the 256 PC
Graphics mode. You should type NEW after
saving, then type in each program in turn and
save them in listed format e.g. LIST'D:TFSPALL.TFS". Now re-load TFS.BAS and
merge the required routine i.e. ENTER-
D
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There are two different routines provided.
TWO FIVE SIX COLOUR PALE1 1E
erFSPALL.TFS) Draws the 256 colour
Palette!! 16 by 16 blocks of colours
RANDOM COLOURED BLOCKS (RAND-
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oured rectangles on the screen.
continued lir
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BU 1888 REM  256 Colour Palette
KO 1818 COL=7.8
RO 1828 FOR Y=7.8 TO 95 STEP 6
FY 1038 FOR X=7.8 TO 79 STEP 5
8V 1848 PC=COL DIV 16:PL=COL MOD 16
VT 1158 FOR SY=(Y12) TO (112)418 STEP 2
IR 1860 COLOR PC:PLOT X,SY:DRAWTO X44,SY
EX 1878 COLOR PL:PLOT X,SY+1:0RA4TO X44,5'01
YV 1881 NEXT SY
KX 1098 COL=C01.47.1
LA 1180 NEXT X
LO 1110 NEXT I
01 1128 GOTO 1120

Two example routines -
above - the full 256 colour
pallette
below - a random effect of
different coloured blocks

GT 1008 REM  Random Blocks
FE 1818 COL=RAND(16):L1M=RAND(16)
ED 1828 W1D=RAND(28):HEI=RA1D(28)
NN 1830 X=RAND(88411D):Y=RAND(96-HEDI7.2
14K 1148 FOR I=Y TO YMEI STEP 2
LW 1858 FOR N=X TO PWID
FD 1868 COLOR COL:PLOT N
$
1
VT 1878 COLOR LUM:PLOT N,I+1HO 1888 NEXT N
FO 1898 NEXT 1
ND 1108 GOTO 1818
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SAVING SCREENS

8168 EOR *128 ;Switch mode8170 STA WSYNC ;Wait for sync8188 STA PRIOR ;Set VIA mode8198 DC( ;Decrenent X0280 BNE LOOP ;Loop if X not 88218 PLA ;Pull A8220 TAX ;A into X8238 PIA ;Pull A0248 RTI ;Return frcn8258 .ENDD

If you write a program similar to Technic°lour
Dream you might want to save and load
various screens. The procedures are quite
straightforward using Turbo Basic.
To save a graphics screen, just get the start-

ing address Le. DPEEK(88) and the length (40
bytess192 lines =7680 for Graphics 9), open a
file and BPUT the data

2000 SCN=DPEEK(88)
2010 OPEN #1,4,0,"D:FILE,PIC"
2020 BPUT Jr1 ,SCN,7680
2030 CLOSE 01

Loading is just as easy, you just substitute a
couple of commands

3000 SCN=DPEEK(88)
3010 OPEN #1,8,0,"D:FILE.PIC"
3020 BGET irt ,SCN ,7 68,0
3030 CLOSE #1

BRIGHTSCREEN
by Sue Donym
Here's a neat little enhancement for your
Graphics 0 screens. If you like a bold and
bright background to your text, give it a try
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18 ;256 Colour DLI
28 ;By A.Suillaume
38 ;May 1995 for NAL140 ;
58 6PRIOR=623
68 PRIOR=53275
70 WSYNC=54282
80 X=I536
90 DLI
81138 PIA ;Push A
0110 DA ; X  into A
8128 PIA ;Push A
8138 LDX *192 ;192 into X
8148 LDA GPRIOR ;Get PIA mode
8158 LOOP

•

8 REM WRITTEN BY SUE DONYM (C) AURA
HM 18 GRAPHICS 8:POKE 559,8:FOR 1=1536 TO

1552:READ A:POKE I I
A : N E X T  
I

NZ 20 X=PEEK(568)4PEEK(561)X256:POKE X42,
248:POKE Xf3,194

GS 30 FOR 1=6 TO 28:POKE X41,I38:NEXT I
MI 40 POKE 512
1
0:POKE 
5 1 3 , 6 :
P O K E  
5 4 2 8
6 , 1 9

2:POKE 559,34
1141 58 DATA 7 2 , 1 7 3
1
11
1
2 1 2 , 1 4 1 , 1 8 ,
2 1 2 , 1 4 1
9
2

4 , 2 8 8
1
7 3
1
11
1
1 4 1
1
2 3 , 2 8
8 , 1 8 4
, 6 4

•

contact contact a.. contact
FOR SALE

XL SYSTEM: 800XL (boxed),1010 cassette player. 1050 dishdrive (boxed), 600XL, plus all
power and data cables, a fewgames and books. Price E90•00,buyer collects. Tel. Chris Curtison (01908) 607479 evenings
(Milton Keynes)
PAINTER: 1029 printer boxedwith manual, leads etc. As new,E40. Tel 0191 2512977
MAGS: Various magazines forsale or swap - Atari User. Page6, Monitor, Antic, Analog TelKarl on 01226 210149
XE SYSTEM: One Atari 130XE
computer, XC12 data recorder, 2x 1050 disk drives both fitted with
US Doubler/ Happy chip (switch-able) and write-protect switch,
spare power pack and lots ollsoftware El 50,00 o.n.o. Tel.
Dave on 01903 830259
XL SYSTEM: 800XL. 1027 letter
printer, 1050 disk drive, 14 boxed
games, joystick. 22 Page 6magazines, 95 disks some withgames on. All documentation and
in original boxes. E60 the lot. Tel.(0160.4) 881265

WANTED
SOFTWARE/MANUALS: Wan-
ted - Technical Rel. Notes, ser-vice manuals. De Re Atari, TheHorne Accountant, Book Keeper,Write to Karl Smith, 80 BlytheStreet, Wombwell, Barnsley,South Yorkshire S73 &IF
ANANCE PROG.: Has anybodygot a working copy of the Fr-NANCE program from Page 6Disk #12 'Home & Business'?
The catalogue slates that it is inBASIC A which, to me doesn't
seem any different to AtariBASIC but as fast as I correct
one error another appears.Please write or phone. DennisFogerty, 15. St. Martins Close,Bariord St. Martin, Salisbury SP34AX. Tel. 01722 744162

HELP
TECHNICAL HELP: Can anyonepoint me to a liming diagram ofthe DATA and relevant controi/
command signals from the SIOsocket on the rear of the XL/XE
during the passing of data to aprinter? I want to interface ontothe machine and I am finding itrather difficult. I have both theSAM manual and the 800XL ser-vice manual neither of which
help Please contact Peter Lane.51 Washington Drive, Newtoft,Market Rasen, Lincs. LN8 3NW.Tel. 01673 885546
PC XFORMER USERS: I am still
waiting for my SIO2PC cable butI want to gel in touch with othersto swap PO, hints, tips and soon. Please write to DELELIS
Christian, 321. rue Leon Blum,62232 ANNEZIN, France

FREE TO SUBSCRIBERS
The CONTACT column is free of charge to subscribers who
wish to sell their equipment or contact other readers. Space
is limited so we request that entries be kept as short as
possible. Extremely long entries may be heavily edited or
Ignored. Send your CONTACT notice on a separate sheet of
paper (not as part of a letter) toCONTACT, PAGE 6 PUBLISHING, STAFFORD, STI6 IDR

FOR SALE WANTED PEN PALS ADVICE HELP
PROGRAM LISTINGS
Certain program listings which are too long to include in the magazine may
be obtained free of charge as printed listings to type in. All programs are,however. included on the Issue Disk which is avaiV-le with each Issue.
Remember this disk also includes BONUS PROGRAMS which do not appear
In the magazine. If you would like the type-in listings please write or telephone
indicating which listings you require. Please note that there are not necessarily
extra listings for every magazine.
Write to LISTINGS, NEW ATARI USER, P.O. BOX 54
1 STAFFORD, ST16 1DR or telephone 01785 241153
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